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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE---------

At the beginning of the Delius Society Meeting held at the BMIC, London, on 6th 
March 1997, Chairman Lyndon Jenkins gave the following address: 

Two weeks ago almost exactly, we faced up to something which, I suppose, we 
hoped would never happen. Eric Fenby had been such a presence in our Lives, in 
the life of this Society particularly, for thirty-five years since its formation in 1962. 
Some of you will have known him longer than I, longer than the Society, even 
before 1962, and he was such a significant man in the life of Delius. lle was the 
Delius 111n11 wasn' t he? and when Roger Fenby telephoned me that afternoon 
to tell me the sad news, although it had been expected I think for some lime, tht! 
shock of it was, nevertheless, just as great as if it had happened suddenly. 

This is not the occasion for extended tributes, but this is the first meeting of the 
Delius Society since we received the extremely sad news from Scarborough, anJ I 
foll lhal you would want the opportunity just to stand for a moment or lwo lo 
remember our friend, Eric Fenby. 

[At this all present stood in silent tribute to Eric's memory.] 

When Roger Fenby telephoned me he told me that the funeral would be strictly 
private, but we nevertheless felt that it would not be taken in any way amiss, if the 
Society were to make a gesture of some sort lo the family. So we sent some flowers 
in your name, in the name of the Society, lo Rowena, and Ruth and Roger in 
Scarborough, within a day or so, and l had an acknowledgement back from Ruth 
which you might like lo hear, because it's addressed lo all of you. It says: 

'May we thank, so very much, the Delius Society for the most gorgeous flowers 
which you sent, which were absolutely beautiful, and your kind words which 
were so much appreciated. 

No words could ever express our sincere gratitude for all the help and kindness 
my dear father received over the years. 

I Ie passed away peacefully at home. Mum, Roger and myself were with him. 
I le was a wonderful husband and father. 

With warmest wishes and deepest thanks lo you all. 
As ever, 

Rowt!na, Rogt:r and Ruth' 

So I think that we did the right thing and, as I say, we did it in your namt:; not just 
from the Committee, but from all members o{ lhe Society, lo whom he meant so 
much individually. 
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It then became clear that, since the funeral was lo be private, we should leave 
the Fenby family alone until after it had taken place on Thursday last week (27th 
February). 

In the meantime I had a call from Meredith Davies, the Chairman of the Delius 
Trust, to discuss what we might do in the future to honour Eric's memory, and I 
said to him that there was nothing to be done until we could consult the family 
after the funeral, and he agreed to that entirely. And so last weekend I wrote to 
Ruth to begin to explore what we might do in the year ahead to honour the name 
of our beloved President. Meredith Davies had said lo me that the Society of 
which Eric was President must take the lead in this, and I was grateful for that. So 
1 suggested to Ruth, and I hope that I represent all your wishes here, that we 
would like, al some stage this year, lo arrange a concert in celebration of Eric's life, 
given probably in London, which, as I pointed out, is easily reachable for most 
people. I particularly said to Ruth that we were anxious to do not merely the right 
thing, but the right thing by her Mother, especially. 

Her message to me today is that Rowena is delighted with the thought that 
there might be a concert, not just for the members of the Delius Society or even just 
for Delius lovers, but a public concert, somewhere in London, to which she would 
do her very best to come. So we will now begin, with your agreement, to explore 
the possibilities of arranging a concert celebrating Eric's life. I am not quite sure 
what form this will take, but I can tell you that some of the leading performing 
lights in this Society have indicated to me that they would want to take a part. So 
we have, immediately, the makings of an absolutely superb concert that would 
honour Eric's name in the proper way. 

I also want to tell you that Roger Buckley is proposing a special edition of the 
Journal devoted to Eric, and we're going to suggest that any member who has a 
personal memory of Eric, or a photograph or something that they remember him 
by and recall him particularly for, that they would send that to Roger, in not too 
long a written form. Essays are not quite what we arc looking for. We are looking 
for tributes but, beyond that, those personal things. So many knew Eric, some 
perhaps only met him once, but it could be something that he said to you. People 
do have interesting memories and anecdotes which none of the rest of us know 
about, and this is what we would like to gather, lo recall Eric in this friendly, 
anecdotal way, and to bring these glorious Delius Society years alive again. 

I think especially of pictures - and there have been lots of pictures in the journal 
over the years of very happy occasions with the Fenbys - in gardens and in various 
places, at concerts, socially and informally - if you have anything like that, if you 
have a memory yourselves, a letter or something that you can turn into a short 
piece, l am sure that Roger Buckley will be glad of it for the special ]oumal. 

Finally, we thought that at this moment we would like to recall Eric, and you 
would like to recall Eric, with a piece of music with which he had a direct 
association, and we've chosen A Late Lark because the closing words suit the 
situation, and they suit Eric so well. To think that, if it had not been for Eric, we 
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might nut have this marvellous piece of music! It ends, if you remember: 

The sun, 
Closing his benediction, 
Sinks, and the darkening air 
Thrills with a sense of the triumphing night -
Night with her train of stars 
And her great gift of sleep. 

So be my passing! 
My Lask accomplished and lhe long day done, 
My wages taken, and in my hearl 
Some late lark singing, 
Let me be gathered to the quiet wesl, 
The sundown splendid and serene, 
Death. 

W.E. ITenley 

[The recording played was that made in 1987 by Anthony Rolfe Johnson (lcnor) 
wilh Eric Fenby conducling lhe Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.] 

A master musician of humility. Eric Fenby, with his wife Rowena, greel members 
of the Pilgrim Church of God after their performance uf hymns and spirituals in 

Solana Grove on 10 March 1984 
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The death of our President Eric Fenby represented unquestionably the greatest 
loss that our Society has ever experienced. But, while we mourn him, we should 
remember how very fortunate we have been, over such a wonderfully long 
period, lo have had Eric in that position, positively creating and defining the r6le 
for the Society. I low very lucky we were to secure the involvement of a man so 
approachable, so careful of our interests and so much concerned with our 
individual and corporate plans and actions. And that he should have been the 
amanuensis of Delius, a man who was privileged to share the composer's most 
intimate creative moments - that this man should have been our President - was 
the most supreme good fortune. Now he is gone, but our sadness is tinged with 
the joy of our memories of him. 

The Committee has backed a plan to produce a special edition of the Journal, to 
appear before lhe next regular edition (Autumn 1997), which will consist entirely 
of tributes lo Eric, and illustrations. Every kind of reminiscence and appreciation 
will be welcomed. Naturally, these should be kept as brief as practicable. 
Contributions should be sent to the Editor without delay and if possible before lst 
June 1997. All original documents and photographs will be returned in due 
course. 

Constraints of space, made more acute by the need to report our sad news, 
have determined that a number of articles destined for this edition of the Joim1al 
will be held over until the next regular issue. These include the first of a series of 
features on the Delius Trust, and Robert Matthew-Walker's article 'Similar Cities'. 
I lowever, we are glad to be able lo include a few items of topical interest, including 
Tasmin Little's intriguing project on Delius's Florida era. (We shall soon sec this 
on our television screens, but the date of transmission was unknown when the 
Joumal went to press.) 

It is a great pleasure to record that Anthony (Tony) Lindsey has accepted the 
invitation of the Committee to take on the Honorary Secretaryship of the Society; 
indeed, he has been busily in post for some time, and has already taken on the 
organisation of the ACM and Society Weekend, to be held in Cheltenham in July. 

The Editor wishes it to be generally known that when he agreed to take up the 
Editorial pen this was only possible with the agreement of his wife, a professional 
editor, that she would undertake a large part of the copy editing. The arrange
ment is working well. 

Please keep your articles, and ideas for articles, coming in. 
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ERIC WILLIAM FENBY 
Born 22 April 1906; died 18 February 1997 

The Guardian 
Friday 21 February 1997 
Gifted Friend of Delius 
Eric Fenby, who has died aged 90, firsl heard and was enthralled by the music 
of Delius when he was 22. A few months later he wrote to the 66-year-old 
composer, who he had learned was living quietly near Fontainebleau with his wife 
Jelka in the village of Grez-sur-Loing, now sightless, paralysed and unable to write 
the music he felt he still had in him. 

Fenby became obsessed, as he himself put it, with the idea that he could help 
Delius lo complete works that seemed doomed to be unfinished. In response to 
his offer of help, he was invited to Grez. In October 1928 he arrived for the first of 
several extended stays that not only radically changed the course of his, Fenby's, 
life but also became a fascinating, unique chapter in musical history. 

At Scarborough Municipal School, where Fenby was educated, it had soon 
been clear that he was exceptionally gifted musically. The organ was his chosen 
instrument and he became organist al IJoly Trinity Church, Scarborough at the 
early age of 12. Otherwise he was virtually self-taught, blessed with a fine ear, 
perfect pitch and a rapidly-acquired ability to sight-read orchestral scores. He was 
articled lo Claude Keeton, organist at another Scarborough church and pivotal in 
the town's musical life, helping to prepare Keeton's choral society rehearsals as 
well as amateur orchestral performances in the locality. The youngster's keyboard 
proficiency soon brought him into demand, for instance accompanying auditions 
for singers seeking lucrative summer engagements at the Scarborough Spa 
concerts. 

Alick Maclean, noted conductor of the Spa Orchestra, was a second big 
influence. Maclean took Fenby under his wing and gave him some conducting 
experience. At the same time came the first tentative efforts at composition. Just 
how far Fenby might have gone as a composer is unclear, but a strong vein of self
criticism in his make-up led him ultimately to destroy most of his work, including 
a large-scale choral piece, a symphony and a string quartet. His musical fulfilment 
came about in other areas - the best-known being his partnership with Delius. 

After a discouraging start, an extraordinary working relationship gradually 
evolved between Delius and his young amanuensis, with Fcnby coaxing from the 
blind cripple, by an almost unbelievably laborious process of dictation, a final 
series of compositions orchestral, choral, instrumental that proved an 
important addition lo the Delius canon. The largest in scale of these works was 
So11gs of Farewell, for double chorus and orchestra, completed in 1930 and first 
performed, in Fenby's presence, in London in 1932 with Malcolm Sargent 
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conducting. In 1931, Delius dedicated to Fenby his Ftwfaslic Da11ce for orchestra, 
composed by the same mt!ans. The collaboration was over when, in June 1934, 
Delius died, cradled Jelka being absent through illness in Fenby's arms. Jelka 
was soon to follow. 

After this, Fen by did not return to Grez for 29 years. When he at last laid to rest 
the ghost of the most demanding period of his life, he recalled that it had ended 
with his being 'completely burnt out'. 

Fortunately there was to be a masterly record of these years at Grez in his book, 
Delius as I Knew Him, written after returning to Yorkshire in 1936. Immediately 
acknowledged as a classic of its kind, it was also the source for Ken Russell's finest 
film, A So11g of Summer, commissioned by BBC Television and first shown in 1968. 

Later in 1936, Fenby came to London, where he took on a variety of musical 
jobs: music adviser to Boosey and T Iawkes; assistant to Sir Thomas Beecham, 
whom he had come to know well through Delius; composer, notably of his Rossini 
011 Ilk/a Moor (1938) and the music to the film of ]n111aica 11111. Further plans for 
Hitchcock film scores were aborted by the outbreak of war, with Fenby's conscrip
tion and posting, first of all to the Royal Artillery at Blandford and then to the 
Royal Army Education Corps at Bulford. Eventually he was commissioned captain 
and was sent to Cuerdon Hall in Lancashire, where he ran RAEC courses for the 
remainder of the war, at the same time organising a range of musical activities for 
military personnel. There were opportunities, too, to conduct military bands. 

In 1944 he married Rowena Marshall, then a nurse at the Scarborough Hospital, 
and in 1948 they settled near Scarborough when he was appointed head of the 
brand new music department at the North Riding Training College. There fol
lowed a relatively tranquil 14 years, with the couple bringing up a young son and 
daughter; but yet another change of direction was to come in 1962, Fenby having 
been appointed director of the Delius Centenary Festival at Bradford, the success 
of which was crowned by the award to him of an OBE. 

Moving soon after to London, he was appointed professor of composition at 
the Royal Academy of Music in 1964. Full recognition of his continuing services to 
music now began belatedly to arrive, in the form of honorary doctorates from the 
universities of Jacksonville (Florida), Warwick and Bradford, and honorary 
fellowships or memberships of the Royal Academy of Music, Royal College of 
Music and Trinity College London. I le particularly treasured his honorary 
presidencies of the Delius Society in London and of the Delius Association of 
Florida. I le lectured and broadcast widely, and contributed significantly to the 
editing and arranging of Delius's music. He wrote superbly well and two more 
books followed, Menuhin 's House of Music (1969) and Delius (1971), as well as a host 
of essays, programme notes and record sleeve notes, largely on Delius, all 
supremely authoritative. Unfortunately, the commission for an authorised 
biography of Malcolm Sargent, who had become a great friend, was denied him, 
even though Sargent had asked him to undertake the work. 

In 1968, Fenby served as Chairman of the Composers' Guild and in 1972 he was 
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appointed to the committee of the Royal Philharmonic society, becoming an 
honorary member of the society in 1984. During this last fertile phase of his career, 
he wus, not before time, given the opportunity to perform and record Delius's 
music. He was a valued and sympathetic accompanist, for example, to his friend 
Yehudi Menuhin, the late Ralph Holmes and Julian Lloyd-Webber in the instru
mental sonatas; and he recorded, as conductor, several of Delius's orchestral and 
choral works, most notably the two-disc set of works on which he had collaborat
ed with the composer, The Fe11/Jy Legacy, an award-winning achievement. A fitting 
crown Lo Lhis period of his life was Nick Cray's excellent film biography, screened 
by Yorkshire Television in 1984. (He was last seen in the excellent Derek Bailey/Jan 
Younghusband 1993 documentary on Delius's life and music, juslly sharing the 
billing wilh fellow-musicians of the eminence of Sir Churles Mackerras and 
Thomas Hampson.) 

Fenby's activities were curtailed in the mid-1980s by a debilitating condition 
affecting his balance. Furlher conducling was, sadly, oul of the question and, as 
his hilherto enviable powers of concentration gradually waned, the critical writing 
had to stop. In the early 1990s, he became increasingly housebound in the flat in 
Scarborough to which he and Rowena had retired. His wife's loving and dedicat
ed support during this period was a lifeline, as was the constant sympathetic inter
est and correspondence of his many friends, not least those of the Delius Society. 

On a personal level, Eric Fenby will be remembered with affection by his 
students and his friends the world over as a gifted teacher and a warm companion 
possessed of an impish and sometimes flinty sense of humour. His Yorkshire 
background, shared with Delius, gave his character a touch of steel that was belied 
by his mild appearance. Astute and intelligent, shy and contemplative, he was a 
complex and at times very private man, devoted to his own family as he had 
earlier been devoted to the Deliuses. Staunchly Catholic, he had clung to his faith 
and was unquestionably sustained by it during the difficult Grez years spent living 
in a household where religious beliefs were given short shrift. For a young man 
scarcely on the threshold of his adult life, the experience of sharing Delius's final, 
appallingly difficull years was a searing one, bul one he would nol have 
exchanged for any other. Ultimately, it enriched his own life, just as it had 
enriched Delius's, and but for that experience the musical world would have been 
very much the poorer. 

Lionel Carley 

(Obituary notices from The Times, the florida Times-L111io111 the Daily Tele8rapli, the 
Scar/Jorou8h Evening News, the llldepc11de11t and the New York Times have been 
received and were originally intended for reproduction in this edition of the 
Journal. These will now be held over to the special Fenby tribute edition.) 
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Delius and La Belle Dame Sans Merci: 
The Hidden Meanings of An Arabesq"e 

John K. White 

The purpose of the first part of this article Uo11rnal 179)was to show how Delius's 
music illustrates and underlines the symbolic significance of Jacobsen's poem. It 
is now necessary lo look more closely at the translations of the poem itself and at 
lhe possible meanings of its many-layered symbolism, when compared with 
Keats's poem La Be/le Dame Sa/IS Merci. 

Part 2: The literary background and the poem's possible meanings 

It was necessary to deal with English translations of the poem in trying to come lo 
grips with its meaning but its full flavour and significance can only exist in the 
original Danish and so must remain closed to most of us. Delius, however, had a 
very open-minded allilude to language and, in writing to Ernest Newman in 1929, 
said, 'You know how difficult it is to translate to music. This is the reason why, in 
composing fe1111 imorc a11d Gerda and the Arabesque - to avoid a language like Danish, 
which has no public - I composed to German words. German is so very similar to 
Danish that much of the original wording of J.P. Jacobsen could be retained.'5 

In a letter to Sir Thomas Beecham in August 1929, Jelka expresses similar 
sentiments, as indeed one would expect, as she prepared the German translation. 
'Do you remember how we discussed U1e poem in J 914 al Grove 1 lill House?' (This 
was a small house near Watford on which Sir Thomas had taken a lease and which 
he offered lo the Deliuses when they escaped from France afler the outbreak of the 
First World War.) 

She continues: 'At that time you made certain alterations in I Ieseltine's 
translation. I send you today a copy into which you wrote the amended words. 
These were put into the orchestral score later on ... only the poem printed on the 
title page is wrong. Fred composed the poem lo the German words translated from 
the Danish by myself. The German lends itself extremely well, and almost always 
the same words can be found.' 

According to Sir Thomas Beecham, Jelka, 'although born in Belgrade, was a 
member of an old Schleswig-Holstein family, well-known and distinguished in 
diplomatic and legal circles.'6 Evidently, both she and Delius were satisfied with 
the German words lo both fc1111i111ore and Gerda and J\11 J\rabesque and would have 
been well aware of any serious discrepancies between the translations and the 
original Danish. The English texts to both works were by Philip Heseltine and it is 
reasonable to suppose that he had Jclka's guidance: translation merely from the 
German would lead to an inaccurate and distorted view of lhe poem. With 
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J-'c1111i111ore a11d Gerda the case is different as the conversations between the characters 
are mostly prosaic, a fact bemoaned by Sir Thomas; but then they would still be 
prosaic in Danish. 

In view of the foregoing, it is strange to find Sir Thomas saying, of A11 Arabesque, 
'.l\s in the case of Fennimore, it is almost impossible to give this work in any language 
but that o{ ils native Danish, as both the English and German versions make sheer 
nonsense of its meaning.'7 If the 'English and German versions' arc so useless, is 
the poor English audience likely to be more enlightened when listening to it in 
Danish? 

ll is conceivable that the possibility o{ certain performances may have been 
blighted by these remarks of Sir Thomas. Christopher Palmer adds to the confusion 
by stating: 'Delius, of course, set Arabesque in tht: original Danish' and says of the 
original recording, sung in Danish under the direction of Sir Thomas Beecham, that 
it had 'an edge and presence utterly lacking in the English recordi ng.'s I Te did not 
add that il is so poorly balanced that the wobbly Danish baritone tends to drown 
the orchestra in places and it could be said that his delivery is a distraction rather 
than a help. The compact disc re-issue is an improvement however. 

Dr. Roger Buckley, in his review of Dr. Fenby' s recording of the work, says of the 
Heseltine translation that it is 'flawed and much further from the original poem 
than is his wife's German text which Delius had in mind at the time of composition. 
A glance at the score confirms that the shape and pulse of the setting match the 
German text: consequently the emphasis is frequently wrong in the English ver
sion. Furthermore, the English sounds are not the sounds that Delius intended.'9 

A sensible solution would be to perform this piece in German and have an 
English translation in the programme or in the booklet enclosed with the compact 
disc. Against this we have one recorded performance (Beecham's) in Danish and 
two in English (Groves's and Fenby's)! The problem of the much-maligned English 
translation now remains to be considered and this can only be clarified by being 
able to compare the various versions. On the concluding pages will be found: the 
original Danish; Jelka's word-for-word literal translation from Danish into English; 
her German translation; and Philip Beseltine's English version as amended by Sir 
Thomas. From these il is clear that the English is not a travesty of the original 
although the literal translation docs help in clarifying one or two passages. It was, 
perhaps, a temptation for Sir Thomas to blame the translation for the obscurity of 
the poem and to suggest that if the Danish was used, all the 'sheer nonsense' would 
disappear. Jacobsen, however, is unlike any other poet that Delius set and the 
power of this poem lies in its mystery and its suggestiveness. Like music, it is at 
once obscure and precise and not a word in il is wasted. Obscurity is a price one 
often has to pay for fine poetry. A story is told of Robert Browning, who, when 
asked by a lady to explain the meaning of a certain passage, said: 'Madam, when I 
wrote that, only God and l knew what it meant: now, only God knows'! 

It is a difficult matter discovering much about J.P. Jacobsen. Jn this country we 
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take very little interest in Scandinavian literature apart from a few plays by Tbsen 
and Slrindbcrg and our knowledge of Danish poetry is abysmal. Fortunately, 
Jacobsen was also a novelist, and his two major novels have been translated inlo 
English. 

Jacobsen was born in 1847, in Thisted, a small town in Northwest Jutland. Ilis 
father was a merchant, who, from a modest beginning, gradually acquired 
considerable wealth. The son, Jens Peter, was interested in the natural sciences, 
especially Botany, which, together with Philosophy, he studied at Copenhagen 
University. A thesis on 'Fresh Water Algae' won a Gold Medal. T le discovered 
Darwin and translated The Origin of Species in 1872 and The Desce11t of Man in 1875. 
These scientific studies and his own thinking led to a religious crisis after which he 
abandoned his previous Christian faith and from about 1870 he became a 
confirmed atheist and remained so for the rest of his life. At first undecided 
between science and literature, he eventually chose the latter, a novella being 
published in 1872. On a journey to Italy, the following year, he contracted 
tuberculosis and the remaining twelve years of his life were spent in a 'determined 
but hopeless struggle against his grave illness'.10 He died in 1885. His short stories 
and poems had lo wail until after his death for publication. 

No doubt it was this protracted illness that caused his later writing to be 
coloured by melancholy and disillusionment: that, and his stoical atheism. Delius 
must have been acquainted with Jacobsen's poetry early in his stylistic 
development six songs are dated 1897 - but there is virtually nothing further until 
Fe1111imure a11d Gerda (1909-10) and eventually An Arabesque (1911-15). It is not 
difficult to see why Jacobsen should have appealed to Delius. Even in the prose of 
Niels Lyl111e, a part of which provided the basis for the libretto of fe1111imore n11d 
Gerda, there are long passages of descriptive writing of great lyrical intensity and 
elsewhere the most sensitive understanding of the complicated psychological 
states of Lhe main characters. Delius was also a committed atheist, but evidently 
could not accept the expression of utter futility at the end of Jacobsen's novel: it is 
all the more remarkable that in the case of A11 Arabesque he was able to accept it. 

This strange composition is thus without parallel in Delius's output. It has 
nothing lo do with the Tristan-like endings of some of the operas. Other works, 
such as Appalachia and Sea Drift, however tragic the context, convey a feeling of 
hope, or at least that whatever the sufferings, life is worthwhile. To these must be 
added the ecstatic endings to A Mass of Ufe, the Requiem and Songs of Farewell, all of 
which convey a very different state of mind from that expressed at the end of A11 
Arabesque. In her 1929 letter to Beecham, already mentioned, Jelka said: 

This is one of the finest Scandinavian poems and to me it does not seem obscure. 
Think of the endless Scandinavian winter and the marvellous all too short summer. 

It is a lover's rhapsodic recital of his love. First he describes the so typically 
Northern summer-feeling Pan the sensual love, destructive, unreasonable, 
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under the spell of a short moment of bliss only. 
Second section. The flower coming into bloom in its almost unnatural colour 

and beauty symbolises the exhaltaUon [sic] of that one moment. 
Third section. Then he describes the girl he loved, how she seemed so calm, 

deep, pure, but how a wonderful spell, an almost withering, poisonous fascination 
emanated from her and how she drank to eternal faithfulness with all her lovers: 
with himself, with the one who is dead already and wiU1 the one who is at her feet 
now; how she wielded her power over them, so that they gladly drank to her out 
of the poisonous lilies dazzling chalice (their undoing). This is also typical of lhc 
Scandinavian woman. 

Last Section. Then all is past. Winter storm the red berries last vestige of the 
mad summertime drop one by one into the snow'. 
(Copyright 1992 by the Delius Trust.) 

The remark concerning Scandinavian women seems raU1er unfair, but since her 
family came from that area she presumably had cause to make it: she may have had 
some of Frederick' s dalliances in mind! Philip lleseltine must have had Jclka's 
prompting in lhe programme note he wrote for the 1929 Festival when he 
described the poem as' a strange symbolic lyric ... [which] deals with the darker side 
of the god Pan, who here represents the obsession of sensual passion which leads 
to madness and death. [The wondrous herb] suggests to the poet the fatal fascina
tion of the love which blasts and destroys. [It] may also be regarded as a symbol of 
the all-too-fleeting Northern summer, for the poem ends with a vision of a bleak 
winter landscape, the wind-scattered dead leaves over the snow and, like a sigh 
from out of the earth itself, the voices murmur tonelessly, "Knowst thou Pan?" '11. 

Here, then, are two possible interpretations of the poem: thal it deals with a 
passionate affair and that it symbolises the brevity of the Scandinavian summer. 
With a poem as enigmatic as this, everyone can have a personal view, but both 
So11gs of Su11set and the Idyll arc concerned with passionate affairs and neither has 
the mysterious atmosphere of A11 Arabesque but is rooted in 'human, all-too human' 
emotions. Both Jelka's glosses on the poem are probably true to some extent, but 
as Christopher Palmer so perceptively says: 'That Delius was able to respond so 
keenly lo the peculiar mood and theme of the poem is perhaps not so surprising 
when we realise that by the time he came to compose lhe music (1911-15) the 
malady he had acquired in the throes of passion, after lying dormant for many 
years, was now beginning to stir and betray its presence in the form of physical 
symptoms. Arabesque is therefore in the fullest sense a personal, autobiographical 
document wherein is fulfilled the quasi-prophecy of Jacobsen's Wi11e Roses which 
Delius had set in 1897 

Through long long years we must atone 
For what seemed a trifling pleasure. 
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- the tragic irony of which would have completely escaped Delius at tht! time 
though doubtless by then he had already contracted Lhe disease!'12 

Mr. Palmer leaves it al that, but something far more fundamental than a brief 
passionate encounter lies behind these implications. Delius's music is one vast 
hymn to the Nature he worshipped throughout his life, not in the strict Pantheist 
sense of seeing Cod in all natural things, but rather as Thomas Ilardy saw the 
natural world, as being awesome, hard and unrelenting but wonderfully beautiful 
in its savagery. And Delius was faithful lo his implacable mistress. I le endured 
stoically a winter of sterility, blindness and paralysis but his love of Nature never 
left him and at the very end he could say that he had had a wonderful life. 

In Keats's poem La Belle Dame Sans Merci there are obvious resemblances to A11 
Arabesque. It opens with a description of utter desolation: 

The sedge is wilher'd from the lake 
And no birds sing! 

At the words: 'I sec a lily on thy brow', a cancelled version reads: 
I see death's lily on thy brow: 

an interesting gloss on the 'poisonous lily' of the penultimate stanza of Jacobsen's 
poem. This 'faery's child' had wild eyes; she sang sweetly to him and later in the 
poem 'wept and sighed full sore'. She gave him roots of relish, wild honey and 
manna dew and in a strange language told him she loved him before lulling him to 
sleep. There he dreamt of the other victims of the lady and of his fate to become 
one of these: 

I saw pale kings and princes too 
Pale warriors, death-pale were they all; 

They cried - 'La Belle Dame sans Merci 
Hath thee in thrall! 

Mario Praz, in his book, The Romantic Ago11y, has a chapter with the title 'La Belle 
Dame Sans Merci' in which he says: 'Keats is especially noteworthy because in him 
arc to be found the seeds of various elements which were to be developed later by 
the Pre-Raphaelites, and which, through them, were to pass into French 
Symbolism'. And he speaks of Keats in his writings as being an 'ecstatic - an exile 
from his own present and actual self ... endowed with a sort of metaphysical 
intuition which discerns, behind the complex outward appearances of things, the 
permanence of a unique essence'. n 

John Middleton Murry is more lo lhe point when he suggests lhal behind the 
poem is 'The anguish of an impossible love. La Belle Dame Sans Merci is Fanny 
Brawne; she is also the beauty of life itself which is claiming, through Fanny, Keats 
for its sacrifice and victim. Life, with its beauty and ils pain, has taken hold of him; 
Love and Death have twined their arms about him'.ld 

Fanny Brawne has had a bad time from commentators. She appears to have 
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been a delightful girl who had the misfortune to be loved by a genius, a situntion 
which generally ends in disaster. (Consider Hector Berlioz and l larriet Smithson.) 
Directly or indirectly she must have been the inspiration for much magnificent 
poetry, including that now under consideration. Tlowever, by far the most 
searching analysis of the meaning of Keats's poem is to be found in Robert Graves's 
book, The White Goddess. 

The passage in question comes from Chapter XXTV, entitled 'The Single Poetic 
Theme'. As Graves explains, Keats, having abandoned medicine, was now, at the 
age of twenty-four, unsure as to whether it would be possible to make a living for 
himself from literature. 

This dilemma was complicated by the passion he had conceived for the 
'beautiful and elegant, graceful, silly, fashionable and strange ... MINX' Fanny 
Brawne. Although sympathetic to his advances, she upset him by her frivolous 
ways. His possessive attachment led to a certain resentment on her part and even, 
as he complained in a letter, to flirting with his friend, Brown. Keats, of course, was 
not oble to offer marriage or to ask her to be faithful to him and this predicament 
caused him the utmost anguish. To quote from Robert Graves, 'Thus U1e Belle 
Dame was, in one aspect, the elfish Fanny Brawne, whom he figuratively placed 
before him on the saddle of his Pegasus ... ' 

Keats's worries were further aggravated by the state of his health. Six months 
before, he had been on a punishing walking tour in Scotland. On his return he 
found his elder brother Tom dying of consumption. At that time there was no cure, 
as he very well knew from his medical training. Tn Graves's words, 'IJe had seen 
the lily on Tom's brow, the hectic rose on his check, his starved lips a-gape in horrid 
warning, and had closed his wild wild eyes with coins, not kisses.' 

Brought on by the exertions of his Scottish holiday, he was now recognising the 
early stages of the same dist:ase in himself as, indeed, had Coleridge when they met 
by Highgate ponds. Keats asked if he might press Coleridge's hand as a memento 
of their meeting, and after they had parted, Coleridge remarked to his companion, 
'There is death in that hand.' He described it as 'A heat and dampness', though 
Keats' own description is 'fever dew'. Almost another year was to pass before he 
was to experience the severe bleeding from the lungs which presaged his early 
death but, even at this stage, it was evident that he could not ask Fanny to marry 
him should it have been financially possible to do so. His ill health was further 
aggravated by venereal disease caught al Oxford lwo years before while visiting his 
friend Bailey, a Divinity student! The Belle Dame now represents not only Fanny 
but also Consumption. To quote from Graves again, 'Thus the features of the Belle 
Dame were beautiful in a strange pale, thin way as Fanny's were, bul sinister and 
mocking: they represented both the life he loved - in his letters to Fanny he 
identified her with both Lift: and Love - and the death he feared.' 

The final aspect of the Belle Dame is especially significant as described by 
Graves: 'There is a third constituent of this nightmare figure: the spirit of Poetry. 
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Keats's chief comfort in his troubles, his ruling passion, and the main weapon with 
which he hoped to clear his way to Fanny's love was poetic ambition. Now Poetry 
was proving an unkind mistress. In the disturbed state of his heart and mind he 
could not settle down to writing the romantic epics on which, in emulation of 
Millon, he hoped lo build his fame. Recently he had stopped work on l lyperio11 
after writing two-and-a-half books, and confided to his friend Woodhouse that he 
was so greatly dissatisfied with it that he could not continue.' 15 

Every creative artist is a slave to his or her creative gift: it is a net from which it is 
not possible to escape. And they have to implore the muse not to desert them, 
because without creativity their lives are meaningless. The dead whiteness of a 
blank sheet of paper is their most terrifying prospect; it must become covered wilh 
writing or with blank dots on lines, and with these frail symbols, brought to life. ll 
will be remembered that Fe1111imore a11d Gerda is about two failed artists: a painter 
and a poet, and Delius would hardly have decided lo make use of such a story 
without being concerned with its implications. It is also about the search for inspi
ration and renewal, the seasons changing in accordance with the development of 
lhe story and ending in Spring, just as did the Requiem and North Country Sketches. 

In a famous passage in Delius as T Knew T Tim, Eric Fenby is lectured on love and 
marriage. Delius said: 'Love is a madness. Passionate affairs are like fireworks, 
flaring up only to fizzle out.'16 A11 Arabesque is not about anything so transitory, bul 
about a lifelong obsession. As Sir Arnold Bax remarked: 'The truly-inspired artist 
doesn't possess a gift, but is possessed by it, as by a demon.' Dclius's 'demon' was 
his love of Nature - or, as he would say, of Life - and of his art. To him the two were 
an indivisible essence before which everything else was of little account. I le could 
even say to Eric Fenby: 'If you ever do have to marry, marry a girl who is more in 
love with your art than with you', a remark which suggests that it was only his art 
which he fell was loveable, not himself. And from lhis it may be deduced that, 
despite his steely exterior, Delius was a far more vulnerable character than is 
generally supposed. 

The drinking of the poisoned chalice led in the end to a wintry death-in-life in 
which his mind was full of music but his blind and paralysed body incapable of 
realising it on paper. Until, that is, a young man arrived one day from Yorkshire to 
help him enjoy a second Spring. I low much more fortunate was he than Keats's 
'knight-at-arms' or the bewitched poet of A11 Arabesque, for whom there was no 
such final harvest. 

© John While 1995 
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En Arabesk 
J P Jacobsen (1868?) 

I Iar du forc~t vild i dunklc Skovt:? 
Kjender du Pan? 
Jeg har folt ham, 
lkke i de dunkle Skove, 
Medens alt Tiende talte, 
Nej! Den Pan har jeg aldrig kendt, 
Men Kjerlighedens Pan har jeg folt, -
Da tav alt Talcndc. 

r solvarme Egne 
Vokser en sa:lsom Urt, 
Kuni dybeslc Tavshcd, 
Under tust!nde Solstraalers Brand, 
Aabner den sin Blomst 
I er flygtigt Sccund. 
Den scr ud som en gal Mands 0je, 
Som et Ligs rnde Kinder. 
Den har jeg set 
I min Kjerlighcd. 

Hun var som Jasminens 
s0dt-duftende Sne, 
Valmueblod randt i hendes Aarer, 
De kolde, marmorhvide I I render 
1 lvilede i hendes Skj0d 
Som Vandlilicr i den dybe 50. 
Hendes Ord faldt bl0dt 
Som A!bleblomslens Blade 
Paa det dugvaade Graes; 
Men der var Timer, 

r lvor de snoede sig kolde og klare 
Som Vandets stigende Straale. 
Der var Suk i hendes Latter, 
Jubcl i hendes Graad; 
For hendc maatte Alt b0je sig, 
Kun Tvende turde trodsc hcndc, 
I lendes cgne 0jne. 
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Af den giftige Lilies 
Bl~ndende Kalk 
Drak hun mig til; 
Ham der er d0d, 
Og ham dcr nu kn~lcr ved 
hendes Fad. 
Med os Alle drak hun 
- Og da var Blikket hende lydigt -
L0ftets B~ger om usvigelig Troskab 
Af den giftige Lilies 
Bl<:cndende Kalk. 

All er forbi! 
Paa den sncdrekte Slette 
I den brune Skov 
Vokser en enlig Tj0rn, 
Vindene eje dens L0v. 
Et for et, 
Et for et, 
Dryppcr den de blodrndc B~r 
Ned i den hvide Sne; 
De gl0dcndc Brer 
I den kolde Sne. -

Kjender du Pan? 



German translation by Jclka Delius 
(Copyright Booscy & I lawkes 
Music Publishers Ltd.) 

Irrtest du je in dunklcn Waldern? 
Kcnnsl du Pan? 
Ich hab' ihn gehihlt, 
Nichl in dunklen Waldern, 
Als alles Schweigende sprach, 
Nein! Den Pan hab' ich nie gekannt, 
Aber der Liebe Pan hab' ich gehihlt, 
Da schwieg alles Sprechende. 

Auf sonniger Wiese 
Wachsl cin sellsamcs Kraut, 
Nur in tiefster Stille, 
Unter der strahlenden Sonne Brand, 
ErschlieBl seine Bli.ile sich 
Einen fluchtigen Augenblick. 
Sie gleicht eines Wahnsinnigen Auge, 
Einer Leichc rolen Wangen: 
Die hab' ich gesehcn 
In meiner Liebe. 

Sie war wie Jasmins si.iB 
duftender Schness, 
Mohnblumenblul rann in ihren Adern, 
Die kalten, marmorweiBcn I-Hinde 
Ruhten in ihrem SchoB 
Gleich Wasserlilien im ticfen See. 
Ihre Worte fielen weich 
Wie Apfelbltitenblalter 
Auf das taufcuchlc Gras; 
Dock gab es Slunden, 
Da wandcn sic sich kall und klar 
Wic des Wassers stcigcndc Strahlen. 

Schluchzen war in ihrcm Lachen, 
J ubcl in ihrcm Schmcrz; 
Vor ihr muBte allcs sich beugen, -
Nur zwei wagten ihr zu lrotzen 
Ihre eigenen Augen. 
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Aus der giftigcn Lilic 
Blcndendcm Kelch 
Trank sie mir zu, 
Ihm, der gestorben, 
Und ihm, der nun kniet zu ihren 
Fi.iBen. 
Mit uns alien trank sic 
- Und da war ihr Blick ihr gchorsnm -
Des Gcli.ibdes Becker au{ ewige Trcuc 
Aus dcr giftigen Lilie 
Blcndendem Kelch. 

Alles vorbci! 
Auf verschneiter Ebene 
ln dcm brauncn Wald 
Steht ein einsamer Dornbusch, 
Die Winde vcrwehen sein Laub! 
Einc um die andere, 
Eine um die andere 
Slreul er die blulrolen Beeren 
ln den wciBcn Schnee, 
Die ghihenden Becren 
In den kalten Schnee. -

Kennst du Pan? 



Literal English translation by 
)elka Delius 
(Copyright The Delius Trust, 1992) 

I Iasl thou driven wild in dark forests? 
Knowst thou Pan? 
I have felt him 
Not in dark forests, 
While all (generally) silent, talked, 
No! That Pan have I never known, 
But Love's Pan have I felt,-
Then was silent all (that is) speaking. 

In sun-warm meadow 
Grows a strange herb, 
Only in deepest stillness, 
Under thousands Sunrays blaze 
Opens it its blossom 
In a fleeting second (moment) 
Tt looks like a mad Man's eye, 
Like a corpse's red checks 
This (plant) have I seen 
In my love 

She was like Jasmin' s 
sweet-scented snow, 
Red poppy-blood ran in her veins, 
The cold marble-white hands 
Rested in her lap 
Like waterlilies in the deep lake. 
Iler words fell softly 
Like appleblossom's leaves 
On the dew-wet grass; 
But there were hours 
When they curled themselves 
cold and clear 
Like water's rising jets. 
There was sobbing in her laughter, 
Jubilation in her weeping; 
Before her must all bow (themselvcs),
Only twain dared defy her, 
I Jcr own eyes. 
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(Out) of the poisonous lilies 
Dazzling chalice 
Drank she to me, 
(To) him who is dead 
And (to) him who now kneels at 
her foot. 
With us all drank she, 
And then was (her) look (lo) her 
obedient -
Troth'sl lankard2 lo unending 
trueness3 
From the poisonous lilies 
Dazzling chalice. 

All is past! 
On the snow-covered plain 
In the brown forest 
Grows a lonely thombush, 
(The) winds own its leaves; 
One for one 
One by one 
Drops it (the bush) the blood-red 
berries 
Down into the white snow, 
The glowing berries 
ln the cold snow -
Knowest thou Pan? 

1 or The vow's 
2 cup, goblet 
3 faithfulness, fidelity 



English translation by Philip Heseltine, 
amended 13eecham 
(Copyright Boosey & l lawkes 
Music Publishers Ltd.) 

Hast thou in gloomy forests wandered? 
Knowsl thou Pan? 
I too have known him, 
Not in gloomy forests, 
When all the silence spake; 
No, no, him have never I known, 
Only the Pan of Love have I endured, 
Then was hushed all that speaketh. 

In a sunbathed meadow 
Grows a wondrous herb; 
Only in deepest stillness 
Under the beams of the burning sun 
Its blossom unfolds itself 
For a fleeting moment. 
Il gleams like the frenzied eye 
Of one enchanted, 
Like the glow of a dead bride's blushes. 
lt is this flow' r I have gazed on 
As a lover. 

She was like the Jasmin' s 
sweet-scented snow, 
Red blood of poppies circled in her 
veins, 
I Ier death cold hands and white 
as marble 
In her lap reposed 
Like watcrlilies in deepest lake. 
And her words they fell as softly 
As petals of appleblossom 
On the dewladen grass; 
But there were hours, 
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When they rose upleaping cold 
and clear 
As the jet of a silvery fountain. 
Sighing was in her laughter, 
Gladness was in her pain; 
By her all things were vanquished, -
And nought e'er dared gainsay her 
But the spell of her own two eyes. 

From the poisonous lilies 
Dazzling chalice 
Drank she to me, 
To him too that hath perished 
And to him who now at her feet is 
kneeling, 
With us all she drank, 
Yea she drank, and her glance 
then obeyed her, 
From the bowl of troth to eternal 
plighting 
From the poisonous lilies 
Dazzling chalice! 

All now is past! 
On the bleak heath snow-bestrewn 
In the bare brown wood 
Stands a lonely thornbush, 
The black winds they scatter its 
leaves! 
One after another, 
One after another 
Shedding its bloodreddened berries 
In the white, cold snow, 
Its glowing red berries 
In the cold, white snow. -

Knowst thou Pan? 



Recollections of Florida 
Tasm in Little 

February 1997 will be a time that I will always remember as being intrinsically 
bound up with Delius - 1 took my first trip to Florida, l recorded the Delius sonatas 
and we have all experienced the end of an era. As I write, I have just finished two 
days of sessions recording the four Delius Violin Sonatas with Piers Lane. These 
have been two days of much enjoyment, as l have always looked forward to 
putting these works on record. But it has also been a time of great sadness, for our 
beloved President, Eric Fenby, died on the very same day that we began our 
recording. This was especially poignant for me, as Eric gave me so much help on 
the Third Sonata while I was a young student. The words of wisdom he 
generously gave at that time helped me so rnuch as I prepared the other sonatas 
and great works of Delius in years to come. 

The past four weeks of my life have been almost totally taken up with talking 
about and playing Delius's music, as I prepared this sonata disc and also began to 
make progress towards another Delius project: a documentary film that I will 
present for BBC2 about the impact of Florida on his life and music. 

During the past few years I have been working on this project with an inde
pendent television director, Michael Darlow and, in January, we were thrilled (and 
somewhat apprehensive) when the BBC documentary series 'The Works' decided 
that they were most interested in the idea. The only small snag was that they told 
us they wanted the programme for transmission this May! Having glanced at our 
already rather full diaries, Michael and I decided that the only thing to do was 
drop everything and make a quick trip to Florida to do some initial research. 

ln a frantic attempt to prepare myself in any way J could, l called on some good 
friends for help and was greatly encouraged by their enthusiastic response - Roger 
Buckley wrote me a three-page letter full of ideas, contact addresses and telephone 
numbers and he also photocopied articles and lent me the Gloria Jahoda book The 
Other Florida. Lionel Carley gave more contact addresses and background 
information about what I should expect and look out for in Florida. Lyndon 
Jenkins sent photographs and most interesting articles and Marjorie Dickinson 
generously lent me her own copy of Don Gillespie's wonderful and most moving 
book on Thomas Ward. I read the first half of the book on the plane to JacksonvilJe 
(in between quick bursts of video filming that Michael Darlow subjected me to!) 
and read the rest on my return trip to New York. 

Thus prepared, I set off on the trip which was to become my memorable 
introduction to the place whose magical atmosphere had influenced Delius over 
one hundred years previously. 

Our first morning in Jacksonville was spent on the telephone to all the various 
people whose numbers we had been given and we were soon to discover that the 
famous Southern hospitality is no myth! After little more than an hour it seemed 
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our entire four-day visit was filled with social events and so we set off to our first 
porl of call - Jacksonville University. 

We were greeted in the library by Thomas Gunn who had already gone to sorne 
considerable trouble on our behalf to contact various people who might help us 
with information for our programme. Torn himself knows a great deal about 
Delius and lhe firsl thing he did was lo show us the original manuscript of Koa11xa 
and a manuscript that Eric had taken down, both of which arc on display in the 
entrance to the library. I le also introduced us to Jay Wright, who is the Dean of 
the Faculty of Fine Arts and a rnan of great vision, in rny opinion. I le has nol been 
at the university Jong but already has many fine plans afoot. Jay became 
invaluable in many ways, not least of all in his encouragement of our project and 
willingness lo help. Sensing my excilemenl al lhe prospect of seeing the Delius 
house, Jay immediately suggested we should go to have a look - and Michael and 
I were only too keen lo do so! 

There arc certain places that one feels il is imperative to visit in one's lifetime 
for any Delian, Solana Grove is one of those places, along with the Delius house 
on Jacksonville University Campus. I laving read so many descriptions of this 
house, I could hardly wait to visit it. 

The house has been moved to a truly lovely site on the campus it is positioned 
at the lop of a small hill within view of the St John's River and is surrounded by 
trees but little else. There is an incline at the side of the house which leads down 
lo a large lawn and recreation area and so it is almost possible lo imagine the way 
that the house would originally have been seen in Delius' time - simply 
surrounded by trees, nature, water and birdsong. There are four rooms in the 
house and I, like Roger Buckley, was struck by the number of dark wooden doors 
inside. The doors and fireplace bricks in each of the rooms are original, but Jay 
said that they need to do more to restore the house to the way it would have been 
in Delius's time. Jay plans to have a historian to look at the house and advise on 
what furniture etc. would have been inside and how best to restore it. Although 
lhc house is somewhat devoid of the day-to-day items one normally would 
encounter, it did not feel 'dead' at all; on the contrary, I felt a real atmosphere 
within the walls. It was quite an experience to be inside the very house where 
Delius had spenl his months in Florida and I wondered what stories the walls 
would tell if only they could speak! I imagined Delius working away with Ward 
at his piano and the soul-searching conversations they must have had together as 
they became good friends. Although the house was somewhat different inside 
from the way I had imagined it, I fell a real warmth and affinity with it. 

As we were pressed for time, we soon had to get back to reality and concentrate 
on the task before us - Tom Gunn explained the arrangements that he and Jay had 
ma<le on our behalf and so we had little time before meeting up with our hosts for 
the evening. We were introduced to Aaron and Mary Lou Krosnick, who are both 
Professors at the University. Aaron is a violinist and Mary Lou is a pianist and they 
have both played many of the works of Delius we had a good chat to them about 
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The Delius I louse 
being transported 
to its new site un 

21 August 1996 
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in its new location 
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Jacksonville University, 
August 1996 



our programme and of course the conversation also turned to musicians' shop 
talk! 

The next day, Sunday, was lo prove highly interesting. We met Jay al the 
University and he introduced us to a wonderful lady called Janet Johnson who is 
Professor of Education at the University. She was also to become a great help. She 
had arranged for us all lo go to a Sunday service at the African Methodist 
Episcopal Church where the singers still sing many of the hymns and spirituals 
that would have been sung one hundred years ago. There was a tremendous 
feeling in the church and both Michael and I were very moved by the service; not 
only was the music very inspiring but the congregation welcomed us with open 
arms. The church is in a very deprived area of Jacksonville but the community 
spirit is very strong indeed. What was so lovely was that, although Michael, Jay 
and l were the only white members of the congregation, that fact only struck me 
later in the day. Racism is certainly nol an issue in that church. 

Later that afternoon, we met three other special people who arc already known 
to Delius Society members who have had the opportunity to visit Florida: Jeff 
Driggers, Bill Early and Frank Lieber. We had tea with them and we arranged to 
spend the following day together in Solana Grove and St Augustine. 

The next day, we left for Solana Grove (the morning having been spent 
enthusiastically preparing the sonatas for the recording!) and arrived at about lwo 
o'clock. The weather was cloudy, but every so often the sun would break through 
and light up the trees. 

My first thought was that the Grove was less luscious than I had expected, but 
l assume that the foliage is dependent on the time of year and will become greener 
as Spring progresses. The next vivid impression was of the tremendous peace and 
tranquility present at the Grove. Every so often the birds would whisper and 
chatter away and then a train would pass in the distance, sounding a pentatonic 
hoot (appropriately Delian, l thought to myself!). The monument thtit is on the 
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site of the house is very beautiful, but I still missed actually seeing the house in the 
environment - l missed its presence and kept closing my eyes to picture it there in 
my mind. 

Our three hosts had thought of everything to make our trip there special, and 
soon a bottle of wine was brought oul and glasses were raised to Delius and absent 
friends. We ate some sandwiches and soaked up the atmosphere of calm and quiet 
away from the hustle and bustle of city life. We all walked along the little jetty to 
look back at lhe Grove from lhe waler and it struck me Lhat Lhe place held its own 
mystery within the trees, almost as if it would give nothing away. 

All too soon we had to get back in the car, and we drove to St Augustine where 
Frank had arranged for us to meet T Tarrison Sanks, the nephew of Albert Anderson 
who had been Delius's foreman on the plantation. I Iarrison lived at Solana Grove 
during the 1930's and had some funny stories to tell about alligator hunting - he 
promised to Lry to recollect some feelings for us about the Grove so we will look 
forward to meeting him again when we return next month. Then we went into St 
Augustine itself which, although touristy, still retains a great deal of charm with its 
original buildings and Spanish/Moorish college and hotel. Our final visit that day 
was to see Ilenry and Peggy Cornely whom I had the pleasure of meeting during 
their visit lo England last year - Henry showed me two of his photograph albun1s 
full of faces I know well: lovely photos of Eric and Rowena and many Delius 
Society members. 

Tuesday was my last complete day in Jacksonville and our first social event was 
a lunch with members of the University Faculty of Fine Arts and a special guest of 
honour, Longineu Parsons. Ile is an old friend of Janet Johnson's and is a superb 
jazz trumpeter. He majored in history of jazz but also has a complete background 
in classical music - it was an enormous privilege for me to meet him and we 
instanlly fell a rapport together. In fact, so much so that, without hearing a note 
of his music, I have commissioned him to write me a piece for violin and piano! 
Ile knows exactly where Michael and I can find the authentic black music that 
Delius would have heard in Florida and will also be finding us the people to 
reproduce this for our film. The lunch soon became tea and the hours whiled 
themselves away far too pleasantly to be called 'work'... Finally that day, Michael 
and I had dinner with a private detective - 1 do nol lhink I will be giving lhe game 
away by writing this before the film is shown, but I have to say that it was one of 
the funniest evenings I have ever spent! I kept expecting Starsky and Hutch to 
jump out at us, as we listened to stories from his years in Lhe Police force and I 
certainly had my eyes opened thal night! 

On Wednesday, I only had a few hours before leaving for the airport, and Janet 
Johnson took Michael and me to the Kingsley Plantation which was a large 
plantation on the East side of the city. We saw the huts where the slaves and, later, 
plantation workers would have lived and the experience gave us a picture of what 
life would have been like for those who worked for plantation owners. Then il 
was time to catch my flight lo New York where I had arranged to meet Don 
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Gillespie before my connection back to London! 
I read the resl of his book aboul Thomas Ward on the plane up to lhe Big Apple, 

and wus moved to tc<lrs al the very end. So, it was quite something to meel the 
man who had spent ten years researching the life of this most important and 
influential figure for Delius. Don and I had only one and a half hours together and 
the time went by far too quickly - there was much to say and I wished we could 
have had longer to talk. I certainly look forward to meeting Don again in the 
fulure and our meeting seemed a mosl appropriale way lo end my first trip to 
Florida - the place where I have begun to understand so much more aboul lhe 
influences on the man whose music has inspired me so greatly over the pasl 
twenty years. 

Now I am looking forward to the filming of this projecl, which will happen in 
the middle part of March. In our programme, we hope to show another side lo 
Ddius's personality as, in my opinion, there are still too many of the general public 
who lhink of him only as a somewhal irascible, chair-ridden, blind, old man. I 
would like people to understand the yo1111g Delius the adventurous, gallant, 
charming ladies' -man, who raced around the Florida swamps, alligator-hunting 
and fishing! And the pensive Delius who sat for hours, improvising at the piano 
before going out on to the veranda to smoke his cigar and listen Lo Albert 
Anderson singing away the balmy evenings ... 
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Our trip to England! 
Henry and Peggy Cornely 

What a surprise it was to us to receive a letter from a friend of many years 
commending us as being 'Mr and Mrs Hospilality' many times to our good visitors 
from England who came for the Delius Festivals in Florida. Enclosed was a check 
labeled 'l\ir fare lo London'. It was also noted that 3 July was to be the 
performance of Dclius's Mass uf Ufe in St Paul's Cathedral. What wonderful news 
this was! We made arrangements to fly on 1July1996. 

Our good friend of quite a few years, Derck Cox, met our flight arriving at 07.25 
on 2 July at l leathrow. Derek gave us quite a tour on our way to his home in 
Blockley. Stopping in Oxford we took a short walking tour, including a stop for 
coffee. On the way we had a glimpse of Windsor Castle and upstream of the River 
Thames. 
Wednesday 3 July 
Derek drove us to London where we had the great experience of hearing Delius's 
Mass of Life conducted by Richard I Iickox in that massive cathedral. Before the 
beginning Peggy noticed, in the row ahead of us, the American baritone, Thomas 
Hampson. I couldn't resist approaching him and asking, 'Are you the "Dark 
Fiddler"?' IIe said, 'Yes' and when l mentioned seeing him in Discovering Delius he 
said, 'l don't think I have seen that film.' 

The Mass was a beautiful emotional experience for us, even considering the 
reverberation of the Cathedral sound, the Trust had provided such good seats for 
us, close to the baritone soloist. 

Afterwards, on the way back to Blockley, a very pleasant surprise was given us 
when Derek took the wrong turn which put us across Waterloo Bridge. We could 
see the beautiful sight of the city lights across the Thames with Big Ben in the 
distance. The second surprise came as we re-crossed the river passing close under 
Big Ben as it struck the hour of ten. 
Thursday 4 July, American Holiday! 
Derek treated us to an elegant luncheon out in Cotswold country where Margaret 
Birt serves 'Ilome Cooked Lunches and Teas for walkers only'. Derek brought a 
bottle of old wine to 'raise a glass to Uncle Sam'. Roast duck was followed by a 
choice of two desserts. After our enjoying one, Mrs. Birt offered the second, and 
we did not resist. Jn the living room before an open fire, Mrs. Birt brought coffee 
and a small white cake with an American flag standing in the center. Derek cut the 
cake wearing an oven mitt decorated with the Stars and Stripes of the American 
flag that Peggy had brought him from the US. Three desserts! 
Friday 5 July 
Derek drove us to Birmingham where we met Lyndon Jenkins walking across the 
city square. Lyndon gave us a fine tour of the old Town Ilall, telling us of 
Mendelssohn conducting there. He then treated us to an excellent lunch at 
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Olivier's. Afler we were seated, Peggy asked Lyndon if he planned to play 
'Musical Chairs' as he did at our gathering at Red Lobster in Jacksonville in 1995. 
He laughed. After lunch Lyndon took us on a wonderful tour of the new (1991) 
Symphony Hall, Birmingham. Many new automatic adjustments of the hall were 
shown and explained to us. We thoroughly enjoyed being with Lyndon. 

Back in the Cotswolds, we drove for a late supper to a nice little country pub 
called 'Bakers Arms'. During our meal, Derek exclaimed, 'Look who is at the table 
in the corner!' as he recognized Julian Lloyd Webber reading a book and sipping 
his beer. As he knew him in the Delius Society, Derek greeted him and then 
brought him Lo our table for introductions. This was a highlight in I lenry's visit 
to England! 
Saturday 6 July 
Derek drove to Lionel Carley's home in Sheepscombe. We had enjoyed Derek's 
hospitality for four days, and now would stay overnight at Lioncl's. We had the 
pleasure of meeting Lionel's sister Eileen and her husband Peter Roberts and at 
times during the day, we heard Brahms's concerto coming from Peter at Lionel's 
piano. Lionel with Eileen's assistance had arranged a party for supper and the 
evening, and we met many interesting and charming friends o{ Lionel. 
Sunday 7 July 
Lionel had obtained concert tickets for us to hear Tasmin Little play the Sibelius 
Concerto that evening in Cheltenham. We were also invited to go with Lionel and 
the Roberts to a luncheon garden party in that lovely city. What a surprise for us 
to be introduced to Tasmin Little, her husband Mike Hatch, and Tasmin's parents, 
George and ]illy Little. This was a wonderful afternoon! 

That evening in Cheltenham, Lionel had provided excellent seats for Tasmin's 
concert with the BBC Philharmonic. This talented lady is a true artist, and the 
Sibelius is one of our favorites. AL the interval we were able to be with Tasmin and 
her parents. 

After the concert we returned to Lionel's to get our luggage for the midnight 
ride to London, as we would be staying at the Langham Courl Hotel for our final 
two nights. Bul Lionel said he could not make the trip to London without 
nourishment, so we three had a delicious snack - we finished the leftovers from 
last night's party. 
Monday 8 July 
At 2 am we arrived at the Langham Courl Hotel and settled into our room. In the 
morning we enjoyed a good breakfast in the hotel dining room. Marjorie and the 
Trust had arranged for a car to take us on a tour o{ the city of London. We were 
shown many of the well known landmarks of London. 

We were taken Lo the Oriental Club at 12.30 Lo be guests of the Delius Trust al 
lunch. Members of the Trust greeted us and escorted us into the beautifully 
appointed dining room. 

Seated at the center of the table was the Chairman of the Delius Trust, Meredith 
Davies, and as indicated by the printed place cards, Peggy was seated to his right. 
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l lcnry wns at his left. Around the table to Pcggy's right were Martin Williams, 
Robert Montgomery, Lionel Carley, Felix Aprahamian, I lclen Faulkner, David 
Lloyd-Jones, Mnrjorie Dickinson, nnd Robert Threlfall. It seems we always have a 
surprise, and as we opened our Oriental Club menu, we read - in print, 'The Delius 
Trust Luncheon - on the occasion of the visit of Mr and Mrs IIenry Cornely, The 
Delius Association of Florida, Monday 8 July 1996'. We were certainly honored 
and treated royally. It was an elegant luncheon served in beautiful surroundings. 

After a bountiful dessert Peggy was asked by Meredith Davies if she would like 
to say a word. Peggy expressed our feelings beautifully, our appreciation for the 
planning and hospitality of the Trust, the personal effort expended for our comfort 
and pleasure. Peggy brought official greetings from the Delius Association of 
Florida. Mention was made of the newly elected President, Margaret Fleet, and 
Thomas Gunn, Vice President and Festival Chairman. On behalf of the 
Association, Peggy thanked Lhe Trust for financial support of Delius Festivals in 
Jacksonville, for providing distinguished Fenby Lecturers, and also for the 
assistance in publishing the Delius Society journal that binds together the various 
organizations. Peggy then presented to the Trust a token of our appreciation for 
their generous hospitality. It was a full color catalogue of the current exhibit at 
Cummer Museum of Art entitled 'Celebrating Florida: Works of Art from the 
Vickers Collection'. These are paintings by world artists who came to Florida to 
work from the late eighteenth century through the early twentieth century. Ilelen 
Faulkner was deputized to accept this book. 

After the luncheon Marjorie arranged to take us by taxi to the Delius Room at 
16 Ogle Street. There, Robert Threlfall showed us interesting manuscripts, and 
Lionel Carley brought out rare letters from the archives. Marjorie walked with us 
the three minute walk to the Langham Court Hotel. 

It did not seem long until Lionel came to the hotel to take us to the evening 
party at the home of Felix Aprahamian. New Trust member, Bob Montgomery 
went with us. Felix's home is in a hilly section of London, and he has a beautiful 
garden at the rear with a Japanese motif, with many shrubs and flowers. 

Trust members were there and we also saw Stephen and Pauline Lloyd, Roger 
Buckley, and Mrs. del Mar, widow of the conductor. Rodney Meadows was there 
also. It was a very memorable evening, and another fine day. 
Tuesday 9 July 
Our day to leave England at 12.50 pm. Marjorie Dickinson and Helen Faulkner 
who had both done so much to make our visit run so smoothly and enjoyably, 
arrived at our hotel with car and chauffeur to take us to I lea throw Airport. 
Arriving at the airport, they walked with us into the crowded airport, and waited 
with us through the long lines. Then we said our good-byes. 

Our visit to England makes this a very special time for us. Everything was 
arranged and done so thoughtfully. We will remember the hospitality extended to 
us for the rest of our lives. 
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The Collected Edition - a Postscript 
Robert Threlfall 

For Frederick Delius, as for all worthy writers and composers, the ultimate 
necessity is the Collected Edition of his artistic legacy. No study of, say, the 
correspondence - however affectionate - nor of details of the life - however 
fascinating - can be more than peripheral lo the orderly presentation o{ lhe entire 
reuvre; without this, interest in the man's passage through life loses its rationale. 
In Delius's case the Collected Edition (whose terms were laid down by the original 
Trust Deed) aimed even higher: the standard formal and Litle found on lhe covers 
first issued under Sir Thomas Beecham's eye (and maintained ever since) are 
headed 'Complete Works' - a distinction remarked upon by several reviewers with 
interest and approval. 

Collected editions of many other composers, both past and present, have 
formed an interesting, if specialised, study of mine for many years; let us glance at 
a very few. The editors of Mendelssolz11 in the late 1800s, for example, were 
convinced thal his works as a teenager were of no serious value, so they basically 
commenced their survey at his published Op.1; only a century later has a second 
collected edition started rightly with the innumerable charming early scores by 
thal most precocious of all the great composers. lf a composer's own attitude to 
his works were allowed to influence their survival, it is unlikely that the Russian 
collected edition of Tcl1aikovs/..-y would have reached its 62 volumes, since il was his 
custom lo disparage many of his works (including the greatest) on their 
completion. The team responsible for collecting the often eccentric Ja1111cek at least 
started by producing a subslanlial volume explaining every detail o{ their 
intended procedures; as some of their proposals involved reinventing such basic 
things as time signatures and quaver hooks, these quirks impede rather than assist 
use of their very slowly-appearing volumes. For Delius, however, it has seemed 
right to follow the lines o{ lhose earlier volumes issued by Beecham in the 1950s, 
and this is the basis on which the 33-volume assignment was completed in 
1983-93; it is, incidentally, similar to the basis of the ongoing Maltier edition, whose 
commencement dates from 1960. 

Reference to pages 22-23 of my Edilorial Report to the Delius Collected Edition 
will confirm that, although all his completed works, large and small, were then 
included, surviving earlier versions and unfinished works were omitted. Recent 
legislation under European law has extended the period of copyright in the works 
of Delius, as of a number of olher composers, and in these changed circumstances 
it was decided to look again at the above limitation. It has now been agreed by the 
Truslees and Advisers that a few Supplementary Volumes should be issued, to 
include certain significant scores hitherto unprinted; it was felt lo be beller lhat 
they should appear in reasonably definitive form now, under the Trust's auspices, 
rather than face further delay. This series, a postscript to the already-issued main 
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volumes, is planned to run as follows: 

Supple111e11tary Volu111e 1: Poem of Life and Love (full score) 
This volume presents the work in the state it had reached before Delius's illness 
finally overtook him; it agrees in musical content with the arrangement prepared 
by Balfour Gardiner for two pianos. This volume has now been published. 
Suppl. Vol. 2: Two Early Suites for medium orchestra (full score) 
The first of these dates from May 1889; although on its completion Delius wrote Lo 
Grieg that it had 'come off quite well', he later rewrote (and extended) the opening 
Marc11e movement only. The second Suite, written in 1890, is complete as far as il 
goes but almost certainly lacks a final movement. Also to be included in this volume 
is the interesting orchestration of Grieg's piano piece Norwegian Bridal Procession. 
Suppl. VcJ/ . .3: Pia110 co11cerlo i11 C 111i11or (3-movement version, full score) 
This is the form in which the work was first played in public. I Iere the whole 
piano part is by Delius himself, whereas in the later version the piano part was 
completely rewritten by Theodor Szant6 (and the third movement was entirely 
eliminated). For this volume, I am particularly indebted to the skill of our member 
for many years, John K. White. He assembled the orchestral score from the 
surviving orchestral parts and thus saved me from this tedious chore. 

Volumes 2 and 3 have already been put in hand for publication and are at 
various stages of production; it is hoped that both should appear during the year 
1997. Other things being equal, a fourth similar volume may also appear, which 
would include some interesting unfinished works in variation form for piano and 
orchestra: the T.ege11des of 1890 and the Rhapsody of the early 1900s. 
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DELIUS SOCIETY (SOUTH WEST BRANCH) MEETING 
on 14 September 1996 

Our apologies to Dr Carley and visitors for the University of the Wesl of England 
not having slide projector and player to hand which were ordered! 

Lionel gave us an illustrated talk of Delius homes and countries he visited. lt 
was excellent. What trouble Lionel had to get all so many wonderful slides. 

Thank you Lionel very much. 

Alice Jones 

DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
on 3 October 1996, at the BMIC, London 
A symposium to celebrate our President Eric Fenby's 90th year, presented 
by Lyndon Jenkins and Stephen Lloyd. 

In his introduction Lyndon explained that he and Stephen had assembled some 
tapes of Dr Fenby talking, conducting and playing. 

The first musical example was Eric Fenby's best known composition, his 
overture Rossi11i on Ilk/a Moor, which in its first year was performed ninety times. 
During researches at Scarborough, Stephen Lloyd had found the programme of its 
first performance, on Sunday, 11 September 1938. It was placed fourth on the 
programme, coming before the last item of the first half, Liszt's Rhapsody No 2 and 
preceded by works by Montague Phillips and Tschaikovsky, and the dances from 
Borodin's Pri11cc Igor After the interval came Rossini's overture William Tell and 
music by Desormes, Eric Coates and Arthur Sullivan. The programme note stated: 
'The work is founded on two lhemes - one very well known 011 ilk/a Moor Bali/ 'at 
and Scarborough Fair, and Lhe manner of the composition is as if Rossini wrote it -
that is employing his recognised idioms.' 

We then heard the work played by the BBC Concert Orchestra conducted by 
Ashley Lawrence, in February 1974, and Lyndon said lhal two things always struck 
him about the piece: firstly how assured Eric's Rossini style was, and secondly how 
dearly he had assessed the quality of the orchestra needed to play the work 
satisfactorily. The solo parts would be a challenge for any seaside orchestra. 

Stephen Lloyd said that several things relating to the work had turned up too 
late for inclusion in his recent book Fc11by 011 Delius. I Te had visited Scarborough 
Rcforcnce Library in May to research the Municipal Orchestra and had found 
programmes and criticisms of the first performance of the work. Then in a book 
shop he had found the autobiography of Tom Laughton, Charles Laughton's 
brother, entitled Pavilio11s By The Sea: The Memoirs of a11 flolcl-Kccpcr (Chatlo & 
Windus, London 1977). In it, among a number of indexed references to Fcnby, was 
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a passage which Stephen read out, and which is worth recording here: 

I had known Eric Fenby for a good many years. When first I met him he was 
a church organist and a relief organist at the Futurist cinema. He was 
thoughtful and sensitive, with an explosive enthusiasm which kept him 
always on the boil. He was my only musical friend [and his] knowledge of 
music was far beyond my capacity to understand. Some time after l first knew 
him he had been summoned by Delius lo his home al Grez-sur-Loing, where 
he had become his musical amanuensis. He had established an extraordinary 
rapport, despite the crippled and distressed condition of Delius. The associa
tion had resulted in the publication of much magnificent music which other
wise would have been lost lo the world. The association had been uniquely 
successful, but it had left Eric mentally and physically exhausted. He had 
spent most of the summer staying al our farm at Lockton, where I would go to 
join him whenever I could, usually for a walk over the moors. 

On one of these walks I was singing 'On llkla Moor Baht 'at', again and 
again, no doubt un-tunefully - ad nauseam as far as Eric was concerned. 
There was competition; Eric began to sing 'llkla Moor' but in a strangely 
foreign idiom. 'What's that?' I asked him. 'Jlkla Moor as Rossini would have 
written it', he replied. 'Whal a marvellous idea, could you make it into an 
orchestral piece?' I asked. 'Of course', he said, 'no trouble al all.' 

Kneale Kelley, the conductor of the Scarborough Spa Orchestra, was 
staying at the Royal, so I put the idea to him, suggesting that he should feature 
it and ask Eric lo conduct. The Scarborough Cricket Festival was approaching, 
at which there was to be a gala orchestral concert. Kneale Kelley adopted the 
idea, and issued posters featuring the new work Rossini 011 llkla Moor by Eric 
Fenby, conducted by the composer. 

It was done so quickly that I omitted to tell Eric. He came from Lockton 
to go to the Cricket Festival and was confronted by the poster. lie rushed in 
to sec me. ~re you mad?' he asked, 'How can I compose a piece in time for a 
performance next week?' 'Wt:Jl,' I rt:plit:d, 'you told me it would be easy; in 
any case, you have got it half composed already.' The outcome was he came 
to Ilarcourl Place and in my music room Rossini on Ilk/a Moor took shape on 
paper. It proved to be a sparkling piece; Eric received an ovation, and more 
important the piece was performed over ninety times by various orchestras in 
the following year, and it is to be heard to this day. 

Lyndon recalled how Eric, after seeing the poster on the Wednesday, had spent the 
next few days and nights working at it, finished it on the Sunday morning, 
rehearsed it and guest conducted it in the evening! Some Booscy & I lawkes 
directors were present and they had it published. 

Stephen reminded us that Eric had read about the plight of Delius in the 
Yorks/tire Post. Member Michael Lester, who lives jusl outside Scarborough, had 
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aclually found an article in a regular newspaper column headed 'Dreaming to 
Fame on Darley Street', date-stamped 18 September 1928. Allhough this post
dittes Fenby's decision to go Lo Grez, the arlicle refers lo Delius as 'now sixty-five 
years of age, blind, broken in health and almost completely paralysed' and 
continues: 'f re is a tragic figure as he sits in his armchair at Grey-sur-Long [sic]. I Iis 
blindness and his ill health will probably prevent him from composing any more 
music.' These were the kind of statements that moved Eric to write and offer his 
services. 

We nexl heard an edited version of a November 1951 recorded talk by Fenby 
entitled ~s I knew him: A personal portrait Delius' in which Eric told of offering 
his services as a musician 'in the hope that in some way I might help him to 
continue to compose his music.' A day in the life at Grez was described including 
his musicol likes and dislikes, followed by a fascinating description of how Eric and 
Delius worked together by means of extraordinarily detailed musical dictation. 
[The full text of this talk is given on page 40 of Fe11/Jy 011 Delius.] 

Stephen Lloyd recalled that from the 1960s Eric would tour and lecture on 
Delius. Lyndon observed however thal before that he wrote the Village Romeo a11d 
Juliet notes in 1948, so he was obviously known to people in the Gramophone 
Company and the world of music as a Delius expert. I le was then teaching in 
Scarborough at the North Riding College (1948-1962). A new member of the 
Society has recently recalled that he mel Fenby as long ago as 1941 and had had 
the privilege of lending his collection of Delius Society 78 rpm records to enable 
Eric to illustrate a Delius talk. 

We nexl heard the only fragments of Dr Fenby's music left from the score 
which he wrote for the Ilitchcock film Jamaica Tn11 made by Mayflower 
Productions. One of the film's directors was Charles Laughton, whom he met 
through his brother Tom mentioned above, which is how Eric started composing 
film music. But only Lhe opening and closing music, which lasts a mere three 
minutes or so, was used. Writing in 1939, and knowing what was required of him, 
Eric had absorbed all the fi lm music cliches and fully met his brief. The opening 
music sets the mood for the film as Lhe tilles roll and then describes crashing 
waves, the Inn itself, a rider leaving and the lantern of the wreckers, becoming 
overwhelmed by the real sounds of crashing waves. Lyndon added that only Eric 
would have risked Lhe lriplel, a Delian fingerprint. Nobody else was writing that 
sort of music at the time. 

Rodney Meadows inlerjected that Eric had been unaware thal his music had 
been cul. When iL was shown in the early 1960s at the National Film Theatre, 
Rodney invited Eric to sec it, and he said 'Let the whole family come along; I've 
not heard the music.' Something prompted Rodney to see it beforehand and, 
realising what had happened, he told Eric that there was just the music at the 
beginning and the end. Eric decided against going, but pointed out that he had in 
fact been paid for the whole score! 

A further project was lo invite Eric to go to I Iollywood with Laughton' s 
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company, possibly to compose the music for his next film Tire Hu11chback of Notre 
Dame, bul this came lo nothing since Eric was conscripted into the Army. 

In addition to the two items which we had heard, comprising about ten 
minutes of orchestral music, there survived only two pieces of church music, 
published by Boosey and I lawkcs (For Music 011 the eve of Pn/111 Su11day wilh words 
by Robert Nichols for a cappella choir and Mag11ificat & N1111c Dimittis for choir and 
organ}, lasting a further nine minutes. 

In answer to a question about Dr. Fenby's other compositions , our speakers 
said that he had destroyed most of them, because he was so self critical. I le was 
composing a 'Cello Concerto whilst Delius was alive, because both Delius and 
Jelka enquired after it. Lyndon mentioned that Ft?nby is quoted as saying: 'l carne 
to the conclusion that I had not the talent for really original composition ... It is 
a very salutary thing for a young rnan to come into contact with genius, and as far 
as composition is concerned, only genius matters' (sec Delius, A Ufe i11 Letters, !909-
1934 by Lionel Carley, p381). 

Fenby also wrote quite a lot of music during the war, including an 'l\.T.S. 
March'. Rodney Meadows said that Eric reported it was once played with Winston 
Churchill in the audience, and that U1e great man turned round in the middle of il 
and said to the person behind, 'That's a good tune!' 

We next heard Dr Fenby conducting part of Appalachia, with the LSO at the 
Festival IIall in 1982. Eric had said at the time that it was not until his first visit to 
Florida, when he had seen the country around the St John's River, that he realised 
how marvellously Delius had captured the scene in his music. 

Our speakers reflected on the order of composition at Grez from October 1928 
until Dclius's death on 10 June 1934. The first compositions involving Fenby's help 
were the pieces for the Beecham Festival in 1929, which involved adding some bars 
and finishing off the orchestrations of Cy11ara and A Late Lark. Fenby said in his 
book on Delius in the 'Great Composers' series that it was crucial both to him and 
to Delius that this dictation should be a success because on it hinged his future 
with the composer. Eric also brought up lo date the orchestral accompaniment to 
the song 'Let springtime come', which was not used in lhe Festival. The next piece 
tackled was A So11g of Summer (1929) which came before the Violin Sonata No 3, 
completed in 1930 along with the pieces Beatrice I Iarrison wanted (Caprice and 
Elegtj) as a novelty for her American tour. Also in 1930 came the completion of 
Songs of Farewell, followed by the lrmelin Prelude in the Autumn of 1931 and 
Fa11tastic Dance which is dated 'late 1931'. Fenby also completed the song Avant 
quc tu ne t'en aillcs' in late 1931 by dictation, whilst the Tdyll came at the end of 
1932. 

Delius had wanted Fen by to stay for the whole of the winter of 1932-33 and Eric 
recalled lhal they went for seven months 'without seeing another Jiving soul'. One 
must remember his own frail youth: he has recorded that he was not expected to 
live as a boy. I le was looking after Delius, on and off, during a six-year period. 
Stephen said he was always amazed to listen to Songs of Farewell or to look at the 
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full score, trying to imagine how to take it all down from normal dictation, never 
mind the additional difficulties which Delius and Fenby faced. 

Stephen commented that Dr Fenby himself remains amazed that, given all the 
circumstances, he summoned up the courage to write to Delius in the first place. 
'Eric is so friendly and his utter humility is his chief characteristic; how could 
someone with that humility, together with almost a meekness, face up to someone 
with a character like Delius?' There was an amazing contradiction there, and yet, 
as Lyndon commented, music was the door and once he had proved lo Delius that 
he could do it, the composer was willing to accept him. 

The second half of the meeting comprised Dr Fenby talking about Delius, from 
the last side of the Meredith Davies recording of A Village Homco and Juliet. His 
impressions of Delius arc so revealing, such as Delius in his middle thirties 
pruning dead wood in his own garden. T le had little idea of what to prune and 
what to let grow. This could also be applied to his music, for how difficult Delius 
had found it lo train the leading shoot of his music and cut out the suckers! 

Eric recalled how, after Delius died in 1934, people used to say to him 'Fcnby, 
you will never want to hear another note of Delius as long as you live.' Although 
it was true that, for some years afterwards, he had neither the inclination nor the 
opportunity to hear any Delius, his appointment as Artistic Director of the 
Bradford Delius Centenary Ft:stival (1962) re-kindled the old fervour. Ont: work 
that exemplified Delius al his best for Eric was the choral work An Arabesque, which 
concludes as the chorus sighs 'Knowcst thou Pan?' to which question he could 
answer 'Yes, I have known him: in the spirit of Frederick Delius.' 

On behalf of all present Brian Radford thanked Lyndon and Stephen for their 
detailed researches and the time spent in putting together what had proved to be 
a most interesting and entertaining evening. Everyone joined in paying a special 
tribute to our beloved President, and his family, in his 91st year. 

Brian Radford 
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
12th November 1996, at the BMIC, London 
'The music of Peter Warlock - the Delius connection' 
by Dr. Brian Collins, Chairman of the Warlock Society 

Dr Collins, who is Head of Music at Wrcake Valley College, Leicestershire, had 
already made a presentation on Peter Warlock's music to the Midlands Branch of 
the Society on 2nd March (see Journal 119), but said at the outset that he could not 
guarantee whether his talk would be the same or different he would see how the 
spirit moved him! 

I le began by reading two extracts from books - the first a reminiscence by the 
poet Robert Nicholls of his rather daunting first meeting with Philip I Ieseltine 
(Warlock), at Oxford in the autumn of 1913, which begins Chapter Two in Cecil 
Cray's biography of the composer. Ileseltine expounded on the nature of music, 
referring to it as normally being mostly contrapuntal, whereas in Delius the 
interest was vertical, one chord melting into another: what might be called a 
melody of chords. This expression, coined by Warlock himself, lies at the heart of 
all of Warlock's music, and when we talk of the musical relationship between 
Warlock and Delius, we encounter not the copying of one man's music but the 
transmuting and developing of those elements. 

The second extract came from Chapter 7 of Eric Fcnby's book Delius as I Kmw 
Him, where the author describes himself 'burning with curiosity to meet that 
young man who had done so much for Delius since he was little more than a 
schoolboy Philip I Icseltine' and goes on to describe that meeting in some detail, 
mentioning Heselline' s 'occasional flashes of brilliant observation', how he 'looked 
you full in the eye whilst addressing you, which few people do', and how he 
astonished Eric by saying that only three of Delius's major works, Sea Drift, A 
Village Romeo a11d Juliet and Appalachia, would live. 

Our first musical item was Delius's 011 Craig Ddu, one of whose characteristics, 
along with quite a lot of his other pieces, consists of one held note with the other 
parts moving in parallel by semitones, a style which Warlock himself began to use 
on his earliest compositions, notably in Tire fairy Boat, together with that 'melody 
of chords'. 

However, by about 1915-6 the first significant piece that Hcscltine wrote, The 
Curlew, shows his own individual voice, illustrated by Ian Partridge's recording of 
the second movement. In this very dark passage, using basically only two chords, 
the movement from one chord to another, often by scmitonal motions in the parts, 
are particularly Delian characteristics, although not used in his way. 

In our speaker's view this is not Warlock's best piece, but it is significant in the 
time taken to write it. I le was quite capable of writing two songs a day, whilst Tire 
Curlew took seven years to complete, apparently having its origins in his song 
'Curlew' referred to in a letter from Delius thanking Warlock for it and dated 
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January 1916. AL the start he was a relatively inexperienced composer, but by the 
time the work was finished in 1922, one part written earlier had been rejected and 
he is an assured composer with a very distinctive and individual musical voice. 
After a first movement which is posl-Delian, Bernard van Dieren's profound effect 
on Warlock is reflected in later parts of the same work, and the piece has changed 
from a song into a chronicle, with a third movement being three songs in one, the 
other two being even Schoenbergian in parts. The piece therefore becomes auto
biographical, chronicling Warlock's progress, and its conclusion, which we heard 
next, demonstrates a new direction so far as Warlock was concerned. 

The effect of his meetings with Delius on Warlock's character as well as his 
music was addressed next and, in view of his difficult childhood, it was not 
unreasonable lo suggest lhal Delius for a Lime became his father figure, expressing 
strongly felt views on many subjects, as correspondence between them shows, and 
sowing the seeds of the latter's views on both music and personal philosophy. 

We next heard the final (1920) version of the choral piece Tl1e Full llcarl, a 
setting of words by Robert Nichols, sung by the Finzi Singers. This uses what our 
speaker would label 'extreme abstracted Delian language' in which Warlock has 
built up and extended lhe chords, turned Lhe sevenlhs into ninths and elevenU1s 
and produced an intense stylistic musical language as imagery. 

As to musical output, Warlock's choral songs are perhaps the most continually 
successful aspects of his music, but we unfortunately usually perceive him as a 
composer of mainly rumbustious songs and of 'Elizabethan' songs. 

Warlock got to know some of Delius's works by transcribing them for piano, for 
instance the two pieces for small orchestra and the two piano version of Brig>r fair, 
published (uniquely in his output) under the name of Heseltine. 

Partly to get away from England and the First World War, as a conscientious 
objector, and partly to escape from the stifling cultural life of London, run by a sort 
of 'geriatric mafia' which Warlock disapproved of, and a doomed marriage, he 
went to Ireland where he lived for a year, sketching out some pieces but 
completing no works there. The music written on his return was very different, 
the mood of the songs changed and the style much allered, as evidenced by such 
examples as we heard - The Bailey Beareth the Bell Away, Sweet Co11te11t and There is 
a Lady Sweet a11d Ki11d, sung by Benjamin Luxon. 

I Iis meeting wilh Bernard van Dieren was lo put a melodic element and a 
stronger sense of line into his music, but the Dehan element had not completely 
disappeared. What happened structurally was that his use of a basic five-chord 
palette, which is found in Delius and which lies at the heart of his language, is now 
occasionally changed by distorting one note by a semi-tone. These chords arc then 
horizontalised and played note after note, resulting in a series of one or other of 
the various modes, and then developed into a new linear emphasis with a strong 
melodic element. Although it appears the Dehan influence has been lost, it is still 
there, but no longer as merely a Delius emulation but as Peter Warlock the 
composer's own musical voice. 
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Warlock's A11 Old So11x always reminds our speaker of Delius's first Cuckoo 
because of very strong similarilies in the way in which the woodwinds are brought 
in, the role given to the strings and the moving of parts one against the other, and 
there are also similar links between Warlock's The Full Hearl and Delius's 011 Craig 
Dhu heard earlier. 

Then again, the Serenade, finished at the end of 1922 and eventually dedicated 
to Delius on his 60th birthday, is a piece of rampant Delius writing, reminding our 
speaker of A So11g Before Sunrise, which, interestingly, Delius had wrillen four years 
before and dedicated to Warlock. The pieces have similar structures, the same 
kind of loose extended binary form. We then heard a recording of part of Sorrow's 
Lullaby for soprano, baritone and string quartet, a piece hardly ever performed. 
These, with the exception of a little section from lhe Caprio/ Suite, are lhe only 
overtly Dclian pieces, the remainder of his compositions now being in the new 
distinctive Warlock style, but they show that occasionally he sought out his roots 
and re-examined where he had come from. 

Our speaker becomes upset when people concentrate on Warlock the person 
and the myth, emphasising his boozing and 'boozer's' songs, which were only a 
small part of his output, at the expense of the main corpus of his music, much of 
which, though extraordinary, is hardly ever played. 

The talk concluded with four more songs, the first two being Autu11111 Twiliglit 
with its strong late romantic imagery, and Mi/kmaicls, both sung by Benjamin 
Luxon. Late in life Warlock met the minor poet Bruce Blunt and they collaborated 
in five very successful settings to music, one being The Fox, written in something 
like thirty hours and a very evocative and representative of the strong pseudo
religious, metaphysical sense which runs through the texts of many of Warlock's 
songs. 

In conclusion we heard what our speaker considers to be the most remarkable 
song Warlock ever wrote, The J'rostbou11d Wood sung by Margaret Cable, very 
Webernian and based on only four notes in the tetratonic mode with retrogradt! 
inversions: an extraordinarily modernistic piece. Warlock is perhaps not thought 
of as highly as he should be and docs not receive sufficient recognition as the 
incredibly imaginative and craftsman-like composer that he was. 

Roger Buckley gave the vote of thanks, saying that, whatever kind of doctor he 
was, Dr Collins's dissecting skills were very sure and his scalpel was very sharp. 
Never had he felt that Warlock's methods had been so clearly demonstrated to him 
and we were all truly grateful. These comments were underlined by a generous 
round of applause from the assembled company. 

(Dr Collins' new book Peter Warlock, lhe Composer was published last November by 
the Scolar Press of Aldcrshol.) 

Brian Radford 
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DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING 
23 November 1996 
A Poem of Life and Love and other transcriptions 

The second meeting of the new season was full of novelty and interest, attract
ing the Branch1 s largest ever recorded attendance. Of course, the presence of 
Robert Threlfall as performer promised much, but there was also the rare 
opportunity to hear the music of Deli us' s orchestral work A Poem of Life and T.ove; 
this was performed in a piano-four-hands arrangement specially worked by 
Branch Chairman Richard Kitching from the two-piano version which Balfour 
Gardiner made in Delius's time. Robert outlined the history of this elusive piece, 
recalling how the job of completing Gardiner1s transcription of it had been Eric 
Fenby1s first musical task at Grez. The performance introduced us to some music 
that was familiar from later use, but also to vigorous allegro passages featuring a 
theme closely related to one in r.ventyr. Robert then explained in detail how 
subsequently the music was turned with Eric Fenby1s assistance into A Song of 
Summer, and we viewed the passages in Ken Russell's film showing composer 
and amanuensis working together on it. By way of finale A So11g of Summer in its 
first-ever recording (1950) was conducted by Sir John Barbirolli. In the second 
part of the evening Robert played the highly interesting piano arrangements he 
has made for The Delius Trust of selected passages from Margot-la-Rouge a11d 
Ir111e/i11, designed to bring this music within reach of a wider audience. 

It was an extremely well thought out programme that reflected great credit 
upon the Midlands Branch. Richard Kitching, who had conceived the idea, and 
his duet partner Graham Parsons were the undoubted heroes of the evening, their 
work perfectly complemented by Robert Threlfall's typically lucid and 
authoritative introductions. Peter Trotman conveyed all this in his vote of thanks, 
before the entire company set about demolishing a culinary feast that matched in 
quality the musical one. 

Lyndon Jenkins 
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
3rd December 1996, at the BMIC, London 
'Similar Cities - Views of Paris, London and SL Petersburg' 
The influence of Delius's Paris on Vaughan Williams's A J,011do11 Sy111plto11y and 
Stravinsky's Petrouschka 
by Robert Matthew-Walker 

The talk given by Robert Matthew-Walker has been submitted by him as an article, 
with musical examples. Unfortunately, space does not permit the inclusion of this 
article in the current edition of the journal. It is planned to include the piece in the 
next regular edition (Autumn 1997). 

DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
on 28 January 1997, at the BMIC, London 
'A Centenary Tribu le to Leon Goossens' by Carole Rosen 

One memorable evening in September 1992, Sidonie Goossens, then in her 93rd 
year, visited the London Branch. The last survivor of one of this century's best 
known British musical 'quintets', she regaled us with memories of her 50 years as 
principal harp with the LSO. And now in the centenary year of her brother Leon's 
birth, we were delighted to welcome Miss Carole Rosen, to tell us about one of the 
world's most celebrated oboists. Miss Rosen is well known for her work with the 
BBC and also as the author of a fine book on opera. In 1993, her illuminating 
biography The Goossens - A Musical Century (Andre Deutsch, 1993) was published. 

Tn his welcome, Roger Buckley noted that the following day would be the 135th 
Anniversary of the birth of Delius and it would be very appropriate to hear about 
the life of an exceptional instrumentalist, who had regularly featured in the early 
Beecham recordings of Delius's music. Roger displayed a signed copy of the 
Douglas Glass studio photograph of this remarkable family taken on Eugene II's 
90th birthday; sadly, the one signature missing was Leon's. 

Miss Rosen introduced her talk by playing the historic 1927 Beecham recording 
of The First Cuckoo, in which Leon's magically mellow tone can be heard so 
poignantly. It was this very same recording that our beloved and sadly missed late 
President, Eric Fenby, had played to Delius in 1928 and in Delius as I Knew lliln, he 
described the composer's reaction - 'a curious other worldliness possessed him. 
With his head thrown back and swaying slightly to the rhythm, he seemed to be 
seeing with those now wide open, yet unseeing eyes and his spirit ebbed and 
flowed with the rise and fall of the music.' 

Our presenter had first become involved with the Goossens whilst collaborat
ing with the BBC producer Piers Plowright, for a programme on the family 
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entitled Playing from the I lea rt. This was followed by her article on the subject for 
tht! Telegraµh Magazine; from this stemmed an invitation by Andre Deutsch to write 
their biography - A Musical Cc11t11ry. Miss Rosen played us relevant extracts from 
the Leon Goossens 'Desert Island Discs' interview with Roy Plomley. This was 
followed by the first part of Playi11g from tlie I lea rt, in which Leon, Sidonic and 
Marie recalled early family history and life in Liverpool, at the beginning of the 
century, as the children of a caring yet ullerly dedicated father. 

The family originated from Bruges. Eugene I (1845-1906), had trained as a 
violinist and deserted his family's traditional occupation of 'silver-beating', lo seek 
musical employment in England. After a number of reverses, he was engaged to 
conduct the 1878 Gala Performance of HMS Pinafore for D'Oyly Carte, before Queen 
Victoria. This was followed by an invitation to become principal conductor for the 
Carl Rosa Opera Company an appointment that was successively filled by his son 
Eugene II (1867-1958) and grandson Eugene III (1893-1962)! In the closing years of 
the last century, Eugene II had married Annie, a talented contralto and the daughter 
of the company's larger-than-life bass/baritone, Aynsley Cook. This proved to be a 
long, happy and fruitful marriage but not, as Miss Rosen explained, without a 
difficult start. Evidently Cook, an irrepressible extrovert, did not have an easy 
relationship with the groom's father, for Eugene I, an imperious and dictatorial 
conductor, regularly objected lo Cook's comic interpretation of some of the 
company's more popular 'heavy' operatic roles! 

The young couple settled first in Camden Town and in 18931 the twins Sidonie 
Anne and Eugene (III) were born; sadly both were weakly and Sidonie did not 
survive. Marie followed in 1894 and Adolphe in 1896. Leon, the subject of our talk 
- (Eugene III later described him as 'the noisiest and worst-tempered baby I have 
ever heard') arrived in 1897; little Sidonie (now in her 98th year) completed this 
talented generation in 1899. Right from the start, their kindly yet autocratic father 
set about shaping the musical futures of his children. Eugene lII followed in his 
father's footsteps by studying the violin, Marie and Sidonic the harp, and Adolphe, 
the French horn. Last but not least, Leon became captivated with the oboe. 

On moving to Liverpool, these young musicians became immersed in an 
intense regime of opera/concert visits, practice, practice and more practice! Even 
on annual family holidays in Anglesey, the boys were not excused their daily dose 
of scales and arpeggios, but the girls escaped lightly, for the harp was too big to 
pack! Despite Father's discipline, Leon soon learned that the sound of his model 
train set could be readily disguised by oboe scales. On Sunday nights, the family 
soiree included a family quintet playing their father's arrangements of well known 
pieces. Marie, in her later years, said that Leon lived in fear and dread of these of 
these critically assessed exercises. Miss Rosen then treated us to an extract from 
Eugene Ill's first successful composition Old Chinese Folk Talc, in which Leon 
figured prominently. 

In 1908 Leon became a student of the renowned Charles Reynolds, principal 
oboe with the Halle. Lessons cost £2 per hour and Reynolds insisted that 'you send 
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for four kilos of Roseau oboe cane; it t.1kes three years to season and a further three 
years to dry before you can use it. I will give you the address of the man who 
grows it.' It would seem that for Leon the die was cast and, by 1909, Reynolds had 
inserted him, at the age of twelve, into the Liverpool Symphony Orchestra. They 
were giving Till Culc11spicgcl under Beecham, when the great man was heard to say, 
'Who is that little boy in the Eton collar at third oboe?' 'Oh, that is Master 
Goossens, Mr Beecham.' 'Oh, really, and has he a licence?' was the terse reply. 

By 1912, all five proteges had been enrolled at the Royal College of Music, 
where Leon became the student of William Malsch, principal oboe with the LSO. 
Under his new master, Leon quickly learned not to play too loud, a common failing 
among orchestral oboists. We were told that Leon had became first oboe in the 
Queen's llall Orchestra al 17 and was rushed straight into a ten-week lour of 
Wales. As the 1915 promenade season was imminent, Sir Henry Wood warned 
him that there would be no time to rehearse and Leon was likely to be faced with 
first-lime sight-reading for two thirds of the programme. Not daunted, Leon 
performed splendidly; his brother Eugene marvelled at his sangfroid and said, 
'This event undoubtably laid the solid foundation of a great career.' 

Miss Rosen then introduced another Delius connection, as it was about this 
time that Eugene Ill had written his Plran/asy Quartet. Philip I Icseltine, a friend of 
the family, sent the score to Delius. From Grez the master replied 'It is the best 
thing that I have seen coming from an English pen and full of emotion. Tell 
Goossens that I will get it published as soon as the war is over.' Praise indeed from 
that very discerning composer! 

As the Great War intensified, all three boys volunteered for military service: 
Eugene was turned down medically, but Adolphe, by that lime building a splendid 
career as a concert horn player, was to perish in the muddy hell of the Somme. 
Leon followed him to France but, on departing, brother Eugene had given him a 
cigarette case, a present from the formidable Dame Ethel Smyth. This case 
deflected the German machine gun bullet that hit Leon al Landrecies. Although 
seriously wounded, he later claimed that it had saved his life. After recuperating, 
he decided to abandon his musical career for the life of a cattle rancher in 
Argentina, but was unable to raise the necessary capital. To his father's intense 
relief, Leon returned to the Queen's llall for the 1919 Promenade Season. 

At this point Miss Rosen introduced the 1934 Beecham recording of Ilassa11. 
Eugene III had conducted its London premiere, for the Basil Dean production in 
1923. Leon and Sidonie had both taken part and Delius and Jclka attended the first 
performance. By the mid-1920s, Leon's concert and solo reputation had increased 
to such a level that he was being hailed as 'the world's greatest oboist'. In 1927 and 
1928 he took part in the definitive Beeching recordings of Paradise Garden, First 
Cuckoo, Brigg fair and Su111mcr Niglrt 011 the River, and in 1929 he featured as 
principal at the Queen's Ilall for the Delius Festival. Miss Rosen then played a 
portion of Leon's superlative performance of the Mozart Ol10e Quartet Opus 37. 

As the years progressed, Leon's fame continued as a teacher and soloist and his 
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unique sound and breath control became legendary. Whilst he was accompany
ing Count John McCormack, the great tenor said - 'You arc the oboist who never 
breathes when you play - they say the same about my singing.' In 1932, Leon 
joined the LPO as Beecham's principal oboe and there is a lovely story about his 
vibrato. Sir Thomas asked him for the customary tuning '/\ and as it quavered 
mellifluously forth, Beecham suggested to the orchestra - 'There you are gentle
men, you may take your pick!' As his fame increas1::d1 there were pressures to 
move abroad but, unlike Eugene III, who spent much of his conducting and 
composing life in America and Australia, Leon remained based in England. 

Many compositions were written for him and one favourite was his brother's 
Co11certo for Oboe, Opus 45. We were told that in 1936, Beecham's LPO tour of 
Germany, although an artistic tour de force, was rated by many as politically naive, 
but there was an interesting postscript. At the end of the tour, Beecham 
mysteriously failed to turn up for a Gala Reception. He had been invited to visit 
the I G Farben Company and there he listened to one of the very first magnetic 
tape recordings and heard Leon playing Last Cuckoo with complete clarity. Farben 
was of course the inventor of the BASF tape system. Miss Rosen described the rest 
of Leon's musical years and illustrated his artistry with the 1938 LPO Abbey Road 
recording of J,n Cnli11dn followed by the 1936 version of the Intermezzo from 
Fe1111imore and Gerda. 

After the World War 11, Leon settled down in Sussex with his second wife Lesley 
and concentrated on solo engagements. I lis career continued to blossom, but 
nearly came to a dramatic end in 1962. In a horrific road accident, his fact: and 
chest were so badly smashed that the vital embouchure was all but destroyed. It 
was only due to the dedication of a young Indian house surgeon who, working 
through the night, inserted 150 stitches into his mouth and shattered jaw, that 
Leon was to play again. He continued giving lectures/recitals, many of them for 
charity. Although awarded the CBE in 1950, he was never to receive a knighthood, 
as his brother Eugene had done. This was a great sadness, both to his family and 
to all who remembered the great contribution that Leon had made to British music 
over so many years. Following his death in 1988, Canon Patrick Shannon said of 
him, 'When I die, if I am fortunate enough to get to heaven, what will greet me will 
not be the trumpets of the Archangels, but the sound of Leon's oboe.' 

Miss Rosen brought her interesting presentation to a tranquil close with a short 
but tantalising extract from the 1948 Abbey Road recording of Leon performing his 
brother's Concerto for Oboe. All too soon the evening had come to an end and, in 
thanking our presenter, Roger Buckley enquired if her researches revealed 
whether Delius had met Leon Goossens, but she thought probably not. Roger 
ended by congratulating Miss Rosen on her scholarly biography and paid tribute 
to the sensitive way that she had treated the difficulties experienced by Eugene Ill, 
during his last days in Australia. 

Anthony Lindsey 
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
6 March 1997 at the BMIC, London 
'Old men don' t always forget' by Robert Threlfall 

Robert's talk related to his reminiscences of the London musical scene in the years 
from 1929 to 1939. During this period, he heard a glittering array of artists and I 
suspect that none of the audience had heard most (if any) except on records. 

Among pianists there was Frederic Lamond, a pupil of Liszt who was in turn a 
pupil of Czerny who was a pupil of Beethoven! Others included Backhaus, Cortot, 
Gieseking, Hofmann, Horowitz, Lhcvinne, Moiseiwitsch, Rachmaninoff, 
Rosenthal, Schnabel and Solomon. 

The first orchestral concert he attended was by Weingartner, who included in 
the programme his own arrangement of Beethoven's I-la111111erklavier Sonata (no 
doubt regarded as politically incorrect nowadays!). He heard Kajanus in Sibelius 
and was present at the first concert of Beecham's newly formed London 
Philharmonic Orchestra, the programme of which included Delius's Brigg Fair 
with Leon Goossens on oboe. At a Toscanini concert, all the major conductors of 
the time were present with the notable exception of Beecham! Other conductors 
who made an impression were Sir Henry Wood, Richard Strauss and Furtwangler. 

Robert considers that Feuermann was the greatest 'cellist he heard, 
notwithstanding Casals. He heard Feuermann give a 'flawless' performance of 
Bach's E flat 'Cello Suite, although Feuermann apparently said 'I ought to leave 
Bach to the old man' (i.e. Casals). 

As to ballet, Robert said that he usually felt that there was only one thing more 
boring than Giselle and that was a cricket match, but ballet has the advantage of 
being shorter! He was, however, much impressed with Col de Basil's Ballets 
Russes de Monte Carlo in Stravinsky's Petruscl1ka and Fircbird and saw major 
dancers such as Danilova and Massine: also Vershinina, Ryabushinskaya and 
Woizikowsky in the controversial ballets to Tchaikovsky and Brahms symphonies 
and in Rachmnninoff's Paganini Rhapsody. 

Throughout the evening, Robert played excerpts from piano works, orchestral 
and ballet works on the piano (all from memory!) and ended with Florent 
Schmitt's arrangement of the final scene from Delius's Jr111eli11. 

We felt that Robert has material for three or four talks of a similar nature and 
indeed there was one name which was only touched upon where Robert is an 
expert and that is Rachmaninoff; perhaps he can be persuaded lo give his 
reminiscences of Rachmaninoff (and possibly others) in more detail in a future 
talk. 

Richard Kitching 
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CONCERT REVIEWS-----------

Delius: Sea Drift 
Three Choirs Festival, Worcester Cathedral, Thursday 22 August 1996 
BBC Philharmonic Orchestra, Festival Chorus, Donald I Iunt (conductor), 
Paul Whelan (baritone) 
(Performance given with the assistance of the Delius Trust) 

lt was an interesting idea tu bring tu the Three Choirs Festival a Concert by three 
major English composers featuring compositions which shared a strong Walt 
Whitman connection. The Delius work was framed by a robust performance of 
the rarely heard Walt Whitman Overture by Gustav I Joist, dating from 1899 but not 
performed until 1982, and another early work, A Sea Symplzo11y by Vaughan 
Williams, first performed in 1910. The Delius work, Sea Drift, dates from 1903-4 
and, in contrast, belongs to the composer's maturity, following his first great 
masterpiece, Paris (1899), and was to be followed by a series o! master works. 

Whitman exerted a very powerful influence over the American and British 
literary and musical scene during the first half of the twentieth century and these 
three composers wt:re to turn to him for inspiration on more than one occasion. 
The text of Sea Drift is taken from Whitman's poem Out of the Cradle [11dlessly 
Rocking and is concerned with the mystery of separation and death, first love and 
first loss. The work was first performed at Essen in 1906 and its British premiere 
was given al Sheffield under Henry Wood two years later. 

Following the rather 'down-to-earth' nature of the Holst work, this 
performance brought out all the subtleties of Delius's wonderful fusion of voice 
and words in the unfolding drama. Under Jlunt's loving and meticulous care the 
Festival Choir and Orchestra excelled themselves and the young baritone soloist, 
Paul Whelan, gave a wonderfully sensitive performance. (I had an interesting talk 
with Paul on 17 October following his performance that evening in the difficult 
leading role of the Doctor in Sir Peter Maxwell Davies' s new opera The Doctor of 
Myddfai in Birmingham. He explained that he had not previously performed Sea 
Drift and had found it 'an equally difficult though thoroughly rewarding 
experience'.) 

It was good to sec a fair scattering of Members in the audience, enjoying a 
mt!morable evening. 

Michael Green 
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Delius: songs 
Anglo-French Concert Recital 
Salle des Fetes, Bourron-Marlolle, 28 September 1996 

I was invited to take part in this concert by David Nasmyth, an old friend and 
colleague from my days with IBM. His last position with U1c company had been in 
Paris and he had often performed with the IBM France Music Club. Through them 
he met the soprano Frarn;oisc Bczencenet and her husband Jean-Claude. They live 
in a family house at Bourron-Marlottc, which many may recall as U1e next village to 
Grez where visitors to Delius used to arrive by train. The whole area is souU1 of 
Fontainebleau, and although has obviously grown since Delius's time, is still delight
ful and retains much of the charm associated wiU1 the period in the late nineteenth 
century when it received so much attention from the Impressionist painters. 

We and the Nasmylhs stayed with Michel le I farivcl, who was Chairman of Les 
Amis de Delius, and took most meals with the Bezencenets close by. With the latter 
we met Franc;oise's sister Marie-Claude Lalance and her husband Michel. Marie
Claude and Franc;oisc arc related by marriage lo Lhe descendants of Cezannc, and 
have family connections with those of Renoir and Monet. Marie-Claude wrote a 
book last year about the artistic community of Bourron-Marlotte, which was 
published by I.:Association des Amis de Bourron-Marlotte, the organisation which 
presented our recital, and of which she is the President. Our concert was also 
supported by Les Amis de Delius, and I was left with the strong impression that 
Delius is seen by the local people lo be an important part of their culture; a far cry 
from Eric Fenby's complaint in 1971 that the French had ignored Delius's music in 
his lifetime and misspelt his name (on a local picture postcard) in death. 

During the visit I met a distinguished local historian, M. T Ienri Corbeille who 
presented me with a copy of the programme he gave in 1994 to Les Amis de Delius 
entitled 'Parcours musical sur Jes pas de Delius'. This had been illustrated with 
recordings of Delius and other composers of his Lime. In a subsequent press report 
of our own concert in the October edition of the paper La Republique de Sci11c-et
Marne it was recalled that M. Corbeille had given a lecture about Delius to Les Amis 
de Bourron-Marlotte in 1984 for the 50th anniversary of Delius's death. I was much 
flattered when M. Corbeille also gave me a copy of Tennyson's Lockesley Hall which 
contained the signature and Library card of Arthur I Ieseltine, an artist and the uncle 
Ooe) of Philip, who had lived with his French wife in Marlotle. I le knew Delius, but 
they had had little in common, and during the First War accused him of being a 
German spy. Nevertheless it was through Uncle Joe that Philip first met the 
Deliuses, and he subsequently slaycd with his uncle when visiting Grez. I in turn 
gave M. Corbeille some copies of Harrison photographs and other documents 
relating to works by Delius and the Harrison family's visits to Grez. 

The programme consisted of the So11afi11c and the Ci11q Me/odies populaires grecques 
of Ravel, Debussy's Claire de lime arranged for harp, the same composer's £11 batcau 
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arranged for flute and harp, the Da11sc a LES AMIS DE BOUTIRON·MARLOT'l'E 
011zc temps of Jean Cras and Shropshire 
Lad settings by Moeran. Four Delius MUSIQUE AUTOUR DE DELIUS 
songs (Young Vrnevil, II plcurc dmrs 111011 

coeur, La lu11e bla11cl1c and Twiliglzl Fa11cies) 
began the second half, followed by the 
Sicilic1111c and Berceusc of Faure, and his 
song Claire de lune; an extract from 
Ravel's Shelterazade (ta flCtle e11clta11tec) 
followed, and the programme ended 
wilh two piano works: Ravel' s Oiseaux 
tristcs and Debussy' Poisso11s d'or. The 
concert was attended by the mayors of 
Bourron-Marlotte and Montigny-sur
Loing, as well as dignitaries from Les 
Amis de: Bourron-Marlotte, Crez-sur
Loing and Delius. You can see that our 
talented French musicians gave much 
attention to some delightful French 
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music. For the English, Virginia and"-----------------' 
David Nasmyth performed Delius pieces, while I and David tried to move things 
further on with the Shropshire Lad settings by 'the disciple', Jack Moeran. I worried 
that this was perhaps straying culturally a little too far for the assembled audience, 
but was later reassured when a lady complimented us (in French) about the 
performance. In the middle of the concert we had a short lecture prepared by M. 
Corbeille which gave us a picture of Grez and the association with Delius, as well as 
the 'rapprochement impressionniste entre la peinture et la musique'. Far be it from 
me as a participant to comment on the success of the evening, but the article in the 
paper did end by referring to it as 'ce tres beau concert'. 

The concert was followed by an excellent party at Michel Le Harivel's house 
given by the organisers. On the following day the Bezencenets and Lalances 
arranged for us to visit the garden of Delius's house. It was a beautiful day with the 
striking colours of early autumn. The river and ils trees were calm and serene under 
a clear blue sky. We left Crez and then visited some of the olher charming towns 
and villages in the area. These included Moret-sur-Loing, the old walled town with 
its fine church and picturesque bridge. 

I was sad to read in the recent Delius Society Newsletter that after all they have 
done for Les Amis de Delius, Michel Le I Iarivel and his colleague Gilles Grenet are 
leaving Bourron. After it has come so far in recent years, I feel lhat we here should 
support this local society in any way we can. All three societies of Les Amis now feel 
Delius to be part of their own local culture, and I believe we, as Delians, should feel 
that Grez and Bourron are part of ours. 

David Candlin 
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Les Amis de Bourron-Marlotte 
(A local account of the concert described above) 
Reprinted from /,a Republique de Sei11e-et-Marne, 7 octobre 1996 

!..:association avait deja rendu hommage, en 1984, avec la conference de M. Henri 
Corbcillc, au compositeur Delius, pour le cinquantenaire de sa mort, en collabor01-
tion avec lcs Amis de Delius. Samcdi 28 scptembrc, ce compositeur fut encore a 
l'honneur, grace au groupe musical IBM franco-anglais dont ccrtains membres 
etaient venus joucr depuis 1977, toujours <WCC Fran<;oise Bezencenet, soprano et, 
cette fois-ci, avcc la participation exceptionnelle de la talcntueuse harpiste Anne 
Dcvorsinc. 

La prcsidcntc avait offert un 'plus' a cc conccrt: la projection de diapositivcs 
remarquablcmcnt preparee par M. T Ienri Corbcillc, avcc commentaires sur Grcz
sur-Loing et particulicrcment Delius, en insislant sur le rapprochement imprcs
sionniste entre la peinture et la musique. Une tres belle soiree avec une salle 
comblc qui comprenaient Mme le Maire de Bourron-Marlotte, M. le Maire de 
Montigny-sur-Loing, Mme Maurice Gendron, prcsidente d'honneur des Amis de 
Delius, M. Guy Roussel, president des Amis de Grcz-sur-Loing, et les membres 
dynamiques du bureau des Amis de Delius. 

Qucl cadeau d'annivcrsairc pour les 20 ans des Amis de Bourron-Marlotte, 
d'avoir eu le privilege, avec les Amis de Delius et de Grez-sur-Loing, d'cntcndrc cc 
groupc musical, ainsi qu' Anne Devorsine, interpreter des reuvres de Faure, 
Debussy, Ravel et Delius, faisant ainsi revivre cette periode impressionniste qui a 
marque nos deux villages. 

Un grand merci a Claude et Fran<yoisc Bczenccnet, en collaboration avec Michel 
le I-Tarivel, organisateurs de ce tres beau concert. 

Delius: Seven Danish Songs 
New London orchestra, Ronald Corp (conductor), Irene Theorin (soprano). 
Church of Our Most I Ioly Redeemer, Clerkenwell, 
7November1996 

The concert on November 7U1, part of the 1996 Clerkenwell Music Series European 
Discoveries Festival at the Church of Our Most l loly Redeemer, was of unusual 
interest not least to Delians, who had the rare opportunity of hearing the 
composer's Seve11 Danish So11gs for soprano and chamber orchestra in a programme 
of British and Danish music. 

The programme began with Niels Gadc's Ossia11 overture, a rather conventional 
romantic work which nonetheless has an engaging Mendclssohnian freshness, well 
realised on this occasion by the gifted Ronald Corp conducting the New London 
Orchestra. This was followed by the UK premiere of four of Bo I Iolten's William 
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Blake settings for a cappella choir from The Marriage of I leaven and Hell sung by the BBC 
Singers. So far as lhis listener was concerned, encountering this composer's music for 
the first time, the music was a revelation: here is a genuine composer, born in 1948, 
whose imaginative and compelling settings betokened an artist of some importance; 
we should hear more of llolten's scores. The performance was outstanding, and 
Joanne Andrews, the soprano soloist in A Cradle Song, was exceptional. 

The second half began with an unnecessary recitation of Hantlet' s soliloquy by Lee 
Warner as a prelude to Walton's Hamlet a11d Ophelia orchestral poem - adapted (not 
arranged, as the programme book incorrectly stated) by Muir Mathieson from Walton's 
film music, and regarded by the composer as a genuine concert piece: he certainly gave 
it his imprimatur. This fine but rarely-heard score is technically quite challenging - not 
least in its string writing, but the New London strings were fully up lo the task. indeed, 
throughout the concert, the orchestral playing was of a high standard. 

Carl Nielsen's adorable Springtime 011 Fw1e11 ended the programme - wonderful 
music, and brilliantly performed in the original Danish by the BBC Singers, U\e New 
London Children's Choir, with Nell MacKenzie and Brindley Sherratt as tenor and 
bass soloists and Irene Theorin the soprano soloist. 

This concert marked Irene Theorin's UK debul and lo conclude U1e first half of the 
concert she had sung Delius's Seven Danish Songs. These constitute, in effect, Delius's 
only orchestral song-cycle but it stands - as might be expected - at the opposite pole 
from those by Strauss or Mahler; indeed, the only similar work that comes lo mind is 
Grieg's orchestration of six of his own songs in 1895 which may have prompted 
Delius to make orchestral versions of U1ese songs two years later. 

Originally set in Danish, Delius's orchestral versions arc in English, with some 
relatively slight variations to accommodate the different language. It is always a 
pleasure to hear these settings in their orchestral guise, but they are very rarely done. 
Precisely why this should be so remains a mystery: lhey arc all, every one of them, 
gems, and should declare Delius' s genius as a song-writer even to those who feel 
themselves temperamentally unsuited to his bigger works. 

I Jerein lies a profound point: earlier in 1996, Londoners heard a magnificent 
account of A Mass of Life at St Paul's under Richard l lickox - a work which is certainly 
the equal of Mahler's Eighth Symphony, for example, in every comparable regard, 
and which demonstrates Dclius's command of the largest structures - and yet, in the 
S,>ve11 Da11isll Songs, we find Delius just as capable of mastery in the smallest forms, 
and using a 'chamber orchestra' as accompaniment - the juxtaposition of these two 
works demonstrates but one aspect of Delius's immense range as a creative artist: 
surely, we can no longer permit the half-baked and, frankly, ignorant posturing of 
those who airily claim that Delius's music is all the same. 

Whetl1er U1ese seven songs form a satisfying whole may be open lo debate: I have 
to say, on this occasion, the thought that they do not flitted across my mind, yet it 
would be wrong to begin a report of this performance on a condemnatory note. For 
this was a fine and worthy account of these songs and, therefore, the quality of the 
music stood out above all. 
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Irene Theorin is clearly a finished singer, although she may not have been in the 
best of voice - she seemed rnther too ready to adopt mezzo voce when it might have 
been better to sing out more; her tone, occasionally, appeared remote, and her lower 
register was not fully U1e equal of her middle - nor was U1e lop fearlessly attacked 
(not that Delius asks for much in this regard in these songs): in short, this 
performance lacked some variety and characterisation, which may in part have been 
due to a lack of familiarity with the English language. But her account of Summer 
Nights was completely successful, as was that of In the Seraglio Garden, which was also 
notable for some memorable phrasing; in this aspect of her singing, Irene Theorin 
showed her quality in a wholly admirable manner, and we look forward to hearing 
her in London again soon. 

Ronald Corp followed his soloist like a cat, and coaxed some ravishing orchestral 
playing from his instrumentalists. This conductor's control of internal balance was 
also beautifully judged, and we should look out for more Delius under his baton. He 
clearly has a genuine feel for the composer. Thankfully, Lhis concert was recorded by 
BBC Radio 3, so Delius Society Members and others, unable to be present, will have 
another opportunity of hearing this fascinating programme. 

Robert Matthew-Walker 

Delius: Paris 
Royal Festival Hall, London, 14 February 1997 
London Philharmonic Orchestra, Bramwell Tovey (conductor), 
Bernard d' Ascoli (piano) 
'Great Cities of the World: PARIS' 
Berlioz: Le Camaval Romai11, Delibes: Suite from Sylvia, Ravel: Piano Concerto i11 G, 
Delius: Pnris, Gershwin: A11 America11 i11 Paris 

This concert, given to a well filled Festival Hall, was one of a series by the LPO. 
Centred around the city of Paris, it featured three works by composers who lived 
and studied there, plus two views by outsiders. As well as the fascinating juxta
position of these very different works, we were treated to commentaries by the 
conductor, each somewhat patronising, and delivered in the manner of a Radio 2 
announcer, but nevertheless quite informative. 

The LPO launched into the Roma11 Carnival overture with gusto, and Berlioz's 
imaginative orchestration was shown off lo good effect with clear, delicate wood
wind and a ravishing cor anglais solo. Delicate and refined orchestration was also 
the hallmark of the next work, Delibes's suite from the ballet Sylvia, which 
included the well known' pizzicato' movement. In view of the great popularity of 
this piece, it was surprising to hear Mr Tovey, in his commentary, give a detailed 
explanation of what 'pizzicato' meant - I wonder what sort of an audience he 
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thought we were? 
Thi:? first half ended with Ravel's G minor Piano Concerto played by Bernard 

d' Ascoli. My seal al the back of lhe hall probably did not help, but I felt lhal lhis 
performance somehow seemed distant and failed to come alive, despite 
accomplished orchestral playing and Ravel's wonderful textures. Mr d' Ascoli 
over-emphasised lhe right hand in the opening solo section of the second 
movement and did not quite capturc the magic. Not even the 1110/0 perpetuo 
brilliance of the last movement was able lo inject the sparkle which I fell was 
missing. As an encore, Mr d'Ascoli played a piano solo, Debussy's Mi11strels, with 
more feeling than had been apparent in the Concerto. 

Before the Delius and Gershwin works in lhe second half, Mr Tovey gave us 
another commentary, lhis time a potted history of Delius's early life, culminating 
in his Paris years, and pointed out some fundamental differences between the two 
composers' approaches: Delius portraying 'left bank' Paris and Gershwin giving 
lhe fleeting impressions of a tourist. 

The performance of Paris was generally impressive, wilh well chosen lempi 
and sensitive playing. Despite a hesitant contrabassoon entry at the start, 
nocturnal murmurings in the opening section were nicely pointed, wilh a well 
controlled build-up to Lhe first tutti passage (figure 6, Universal Edition score). 
Tempi in the 'cafc music' sections were generally brisk, occasionally too much so! 
At figure 8 (vivact?) Mr Tovey set off at such a pace that the brakes had to be 
applied at the brass entry (2 bars after figure 1) but this was quite skilfully done 
and did not detract unduly from the flow. Mr Tovey produced nice phrasing and 
ravishing sounds during the conlemplative and nostalgic passages (cg at figures 13 
and 27) and managed an exciting build-up to the climax after figure 32. I would 
have liked slightly more tamtam to underpin the grand moment (figure 33) when 
lhe hubbub is brought to an end, but all in all this was a creditable and confident 
performance from an orchestra for whom lhe work cannol have been very 
familiar. 

However, lhe high-spot of the evening was probably Cershwin's A11 A111cricn11 
i11 Paris, played with great verve and gusto. There arc weaknesses in the piece 
(especially the ending, which has always seemed a let-down to me) but Tam still 
amazed that this self-taughl composer could write such a self-assured and 
satisfactory extended work with so little previous experience of 'classical' 
composition. Critics were sharply divided on the work's merits after the 1928 
premiere but lhe LPO' s stylish performance showed why today it remains a firm 
favourite in the concert repertoire. 

Tony Summers 
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RECORD REVIEWS-----------

DELIUS: Fennimore and Gerda 
Elisabeth Soderstrom, soprano (fe1111i111ore, Gerda); Robert Tear, tenor (Erik); 
Brian Rayner Cook, baritone (Niels); Danish Radio Chorus, Danish Radio 
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Meredith Davies. 
Recorded in Copenhagen J-5 March 1976. EMJ CDMS 663142. 

'This laconic opera', Eric Fenby called it, 
and did his faithful best to promote what 
he saw as its most recommendable 
features; Beecham, though amusingly 
derogatory about the singers' roles and 
other elements, nevertheless described 
the orchestral part of the score as 'in 
Frederick's ripest and most sumptuous 
manner'; Christopher Palmer, reviewing 
this recording on its first appearance, 
gave the opera short shrift almost i11 toto: 
even the music, in his opinion, took only 
occasional flight. 

Yet Fe1111i111ore and Gerda was a success 
in 1919, has been revived over the years (generally in appalling productions 
well-meaningly intended to invest it with some dramatic impetus of the sort it 
almost entirely lacks) and many Delians admire il. For them this up-to-date 
reissue of what was always a fine performance will prove a most welcome 
replacement of their 20-year-old LPs. The newcomer to the opera, meanwhile, 
will be introduced to a conversation piece for three people which pursues, at 
least during the first nine scenes, a perfectly valid plot. They will probably side 
with the majority of commentators who have objected to the tiny Gerda 
episode which occupies the last two, because of the way it provides an arbilrary 
ending of the most conventional kind. 

It was Delius's abandoning of Jens Peter Jacobsen's text at this point that 
even Eric Fenby found difficult to swallow, though he seemed equally 
unimpressed by the original, describing pointedly how Niels is 'ogled into 
marriage by Gerda, a teenage flapper'. (This delightful 'period' sentence has 
been removed from the new documentation in deference to a modern genera
tion which will hardly be familiar with the term 'flapper'. Nor, I suppose, 
would many people today recognise the sly Savoy Opera allusion when 
Beecham talks in his book of each of the three principal characters talking 
lengthily and monotonously about his or her 'complicated state of mind'.) 

As always with a Delius opera the vital factor is the orchestra, and it was 
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always good that this was in the hands of Meredith Davies, for long one of our 
mosl inspired and inspiring Delius conductors. He draws much exquisite 
playing from lhe Orchestra of the Danish Radio, pacing the music authorita
tively and catching its ebb and flow with consummate mastery. Needless to say 
he is most considerate to his singers. Robert Tear and Brian Rayner Cook as lhc 
two male leads arc both good, though the latter contrives to sound more at 
home in both the atmosphere and style of the opera as well as making the 
music's vocal lines sound more natural. Elisabeth Soderstrom seems scarcely 
less English, and she is very accurate; her dual assumption of lhe role of the 
young Gerda has never worried me as much as some others while as 
Fennimore she is certainly dramatic, chillingly so in the climactic scene where 
she rejects Nicls and sends him away for ever. The remaining parts, all small, 
arc taken by Danish singers except for Anthony Rolfe-Johnson, who manages 
the 'voice across the water' passage quite beautifully. 

The smooth and agreeable recording always reproduced well, bul there is lo 
my ear an improvement in this reissue over the LPs in the firmer orchestral 
presence, despite all 78 minutes of music now being accommodated on a single 
disc. The opera's presentation (over which we were consulted) is enhanced by 
the insertion of longer pauses between the scenes in those places where they 
mark the passage of time, while the original booklet notes have been corrected 
and clarified. 

Lyndon Jenkins 

DELIUS: Florida Suite; Over the Hills and Far Away; Idylle de 
Printemps; La Quadroone; Scherzo; Closing Scene from Koanga. 

Susannah Glanville, Susan Lees, Irene Evans (sopranos); Sandra Francis, 
Sue Pearce, Shirley Thomas (mezzo-sopranos); English Northern Philharmonia, 
David Lloyd-Jones. Recorded at Leeds Town llall 22 & 23August1995. 
Naxos 8.553535. 79'05". 
Recording made with the assistance of the Delius Trust and Opera North. 

A fascinating collection of early Delius, all completed in that formative ten-year 
period between 1887 and 1897, from Delius's time at the Leipzig Conservatorium, 
Lhc slarl of his great friendship with Grieg, through to his period in Paris, his 
return visit to Florida and finally his settling down with Jelka in Grez-sur-Loing. 
The earliest of these works is that remarkable suite Florida (1887), here receiving its 
sixlh recording, and played in the uncut version. That and the wonderfully atmos
pheric Over the Hills and Far Away (1897) both receive very sensitive performances. 

The items of chief interest, however, are the three works never - with one 
exception - heard before. The recording dates indicate that the performance here 
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of the ldyllt• de J1Yi11fc111ps (1889) (the sleeve 
cowr for some reason drops the 'de') was its 
first anywhere, so those who heard it in St 
John's Smith Square, London in November 
1995 (or in the Classic FM broadcast of that 
concert in February last year) were witness
ing its first concert performance. The other 
two works, La Quadroonc (ime Rhapsodic 
floridic11nc) (1889) and the Scherzo (1890) arc 
the first two movements of the Suite de J 
morccaux cnraclcristiq11cs po11r orchestre - the 
more familiar Mnrche caprice, not included 
here, completes the set. The Idylle has a 

'----------------' certain nostalgic charm that could be put 
down to the influence of Grieg. If the other two pieces arc by comparison 'un 
Delian', their craftsmanship and orchestration are beyond question. One can only 
speculate as to Lhc origin of the title I.a Q11adro611e and its relevance to Dclius's 
Florida experience. Over seventeen minutes, then, of up till now unknown music 
in which the composer was trying to find his individual voice. 

Thal voice was emerging more strongly in Over the Ilitls and Far Away and in the 
last item on this disc, the closing scene from Koanga (1897), a fine reminder of the 
concert performance that David Lloyd-Jones conducted with the Chelsea Opera 
Group at the Queen Elizabeth Hall on 20May1995. (The Palmyra on that occasion 
is one of the planters' daughters on this disc.) The 'final scene' as given here 
begins at the moment of Palmyra's suicide, with her final bar (14 before 40 in the 
vocal score). Beecham, in both his recorded versions (available respectively on 
Dutton CDLX7011 and Sony SMK58934), no doubt for reasons of the side 
restrictions then imposed by 78 rpm records, began his closing scene two bars after 
40. In his earlier (1934) recording he also cut 4 bars betwen 43 and 44, and then 29 
bars just before 'day breaks'; in the later (1951) recording he made one cut only, of 
14 bars at 2 after 45. Lloyd-Jones most convincingly gives it to us without any cuts, 
a tempting appetiser until a complete Kormga comes our way. 

Together wilh the reissue on EMI of Fennimore and Gerda under Meredith 
Davies, this Naxos disc is amongst the finest examples in recent months of how to 
conduct Delius. Neither conductor allows the music lo sag, both unerringly 
knowing just how and when to keep the music flowing. At about £5 no-one 
should pass this disc by. 

Stephen Lloyd 

The new Ch,1ndos rc•cording of the Requiem and A Mass"/ l.rfl' will bl• rl•vil•wt•d in tht• nl•xt reguli\r edition o( 
the /011rnn/. The soloists ,1rc• Rebecc<1 Ev<1ns <1nd Jo<1n Rogl•rs (sopranos), )l'.111 Rigby (ml•no-sopr;ino), Nigel 
Robson (tenor) ,md Pder Colcm.in Wright (b.iritonl'). lhc Bouriwmouth Symphony Orchc,;tr.1, thl· 
Wilyndlrt(• Singl•rs ond the Bournemouth Symphony Chorus are conduclt'd by Richard Hickox. 

lhe calilloguc number o( thi~ recording is Cl IAN 9515(2) 
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BOOK REVIEWS------------
Cross Channel 
by Julian Barnes. Jonathan Cape 1996; 211 pp; ISBN 0-224-04301-3. £:13.99 

I wonder how many of Julian Barnes's readers will notice that his short story 
'Interference', which opens this collection of Anglo-French anecdotes, owes a great 
deal to Eric Fcnby's Delius as 1 Knew Him in its circumstantial detail, and purports 
to do so in its philosophical drift? 

'A wicker table, on which sat his spectacles, his medicines, Nietszche and the 
latest Edgar Wallace [sic: no main verb] ... "The lunch-time Wallace has arrived," 
Adeline would announce, tirelessly repeating the joke he had told her in the lir!>t 
place. The Customs I louse at Calais appeared to have no difficulty allowing the 
lunch-time Wallace through. But not his "Four English Seasons". They wanted 
proof that the records were not being imported for commercial purposes.' 

The jacket of Cross Cl1n1111cl states that 'The most mind-blowing part is the 
abundance of original thought.' The mind-blowing part, so far as 'Interference' is 
concerned, is not lhe originality but the plagiarism. The parallels between 
Leonard Verity and his Adeline, and Frederick Delius and jclka, arc so obvious that 
some readers might be misled into accepting the whole concoction as accurate, 
without checking against Fenby's original for the changes which trivialise and 
even betray the protagonists. 

The facts of Delius's last days arc so gothically bizarre that, as Ken Russell must 
have found when he made Song of Su111mer, they need no fictional embellishment. 
But the character of Leonard Verity is an underdone half-Delius, who is bed
ridden but not blind, who corresponds with Boult instead of Beecham, and whose 
records, held up in Calais, arc not of Paris but 'Four English Seasons.' Worst of all 
the liberties taken is the material copied almost word for word from Jelka's letter 
to Fenby of early 1934: Leonard Verity's radio programmes arc suffering interfer
ence from the electric motors of the 'butcher lady', the baker and the local farmers. 

It is annoying lo observe how this piece has been tacked together in such an 
undigested, uncreative manner. If Verity consequently comes across as a bad
tcmpered, insensitive, tyrannical travesty, far less physically afflicted than Delius 
and therefore with far less excuse for such faults, his companion Adeline fares 
much worse. 'I Iis business with Adeline was done, too: most of what she offered 
him now was foolishness and sentimentality. Women, he concluded, were at base 
conventional: even the free-spirited were eventually brought down.' 

Jelka had made the same choices as Delius between art and respectability, art 
and children. The fact that she proved to be a lesser artist than he does not mean 
that she understood less of what such choices and sacrifices mean, or that she did 
not recognise his greatness. I never read any evidence of pettiness in Jelka, and it 
seems to me particularly distasteful that, if she is to be recognisably 
misrepresented in fiction, she should be so in this way: 'Later she had become 
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possessive, jealous, critical. She had devt:luped a little repertoire of nods and pouts 
which countermanded her actual words.' 

Can it be that the other stories in this volume have been similarly constructed? 

Elizabeth Buckley 

Paul Gauguin, a Complete Life 
by David Swet!tman. I Jodder & Stoughton 1995; 600pp, illustrated. 
ISBN 0-340-61739-X 

In some cases the idea that a knowledge of an 
artist's Ii(e will somehow explain his work is simply 

~~,,.ri crass. Of course it is possible to understand a body 
of work without knowing anything about the 
artist's personal life. To understand fully the cre
ative achievements of some artists, however, an 
understanding of their lives can be a great assis
tance. 

Both Delius and Gauguin found it essential at 
some time to get away from industrialised and 
'civilised' life in the 19th and early 20th centuries, 
and this desire informs the music of lhe one and the 
paintings of the other. Both men seem to have had 
a great love of colour, both musical and visual, and 
this is reflected in their work, and the places where 
they lived. Colour inspired Delius in Florida, as well 
as in his garden at Grez, just as it inspired Gauguin 

in the South Seas. Both of these men appear to have been outsiders pursuing 
beauty. 

David Sweetman's book is a 'warts and all' study of Gauguin, revealing his 
private life in great detail, whilst stripping away the seductive myth. The book 
starts with much information on the family history, and the early life of Gauguin. 
This demythologising approach shows us Gauguin as a cosmopolitan, like Delius. 
Delius and Gauguin were both part of the circle of artists which was centred 
around William Molard and which included, at various times, Grieg, Ravel, Munch 
and Strindberg, as well as Lhe Swedish 'cellist Fritz Schnecklud, who is prominent 
in a photograph taken by Gauguin which is included both in David Sweetman's 
biography and Lionel Carley's book Delius, tire Paris Years. Incidentally, it is 
intriguing to wonder if Schneck.lud ever played any of Delius's music. 

David Sweetman suggests that Gauguin's portrait of Schncck.lud is one of the 
greatest representations of music-making in art. Schneck.lud attended a party 
which Sweetman thinks Delius engineered, given at William Molard's home, 
where Grieg and Ravel also attended and performed some of Grieg's folksong 
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arrangements, with Grieg urging Ravel on to greater and greater speed. 
Judith Molard-Cerard, as William Molard's daughter, was part of the group of 

friends, and in later life she wrote a Memoir of Gauguin which illustrates the 
background of his creativity. Sweetman docs not mention Delius in connection with 
this Memoir, and it would be intl!resting to know Judith's opinion of Delius. 

Sweetman wonders in these pages what Gauguin gained from the circle of friends 
who surrounded him, including Delius. It is suggested that Gauguin gave mud1 in the 
way of artistic support to others but received scant return in kind. Surely the answer 
to this question, with regard lo Delius, can be found in Lionel Carlcy's Delius; a Life i11 
Letters, and in John Boulton Smith's Delius and Munch. Both of these authors make it 
very clear that Delius gave much support to artists, through his sensitivity and under
standing of visual arl. Certainly Gauguin wrole to Georges-Daniel de Monfreid, and 
indicated that he was pleased that Delius had bought his picture Ni:wrmore. Surely this 
pleasure indicates Gauguin' s awareness of Delius' s understanding of visual art. 

It is not completely clear lhat Sweetman has read all of the relevant writings on the 
life of Delius. In lhis biography U1ere is only mention of Delius, the Paris Years, with, for 
example, no mention of later writings on Delius by Lionel Carley. However, 
Sweetman's book gives us much information about the background to the people 
surrounding the artist, and his non-European interests. In the case of Delius and 
Gauguin, the circumstances of their lives illustrate why they produced the work they 
did. Natural beauty, and the place of man in nature appears to have fascinated them 
both. Certainly, to understand these two men fully, one must know all their works. 

Paul Chennell 

Violet: The Life and Loves of Violet Gordon Woodhouse 
by Jessica Douglas-I Jome. The I!arvill Press 1996; 342pp, illustrated. ISBN 1 86046 
269 3 £20 

We could all draw up a wish list of biographies of our favourite composers or 
performers, and it might well include a new biography, or a first biography of a 
neglected figure. Many music lovers must have wished for such a biography of Violet 
Gordon Woodhouse, who can be fow1d mentioned in many biographies of other 
musical performers, and of one or two composers. 

This book shows us how much of a musical pioneer Violet Gordon Woodhouse 
was, as performer, amateur scholar and composer, alU1ough the small number of 
compositions she lefl are now lost, according to Jessica Douglas-Home. She worked 
with Arnold Dolrnetsch to create a real understanding and enthusiasm for early music 
in England at the end of the last century and the beginning of this. She made some of 
the earliest radio broadcasts of harpsichord and clavichord music, and what are 
claimed to be the first recordings of music for these instruments. 

Delius met Violet Gordon Woodhouse at the end of 1898, and wrote to Jelka on 28 
November of that year, that she was: 'Nice, artistic and unpretentious'. I Ie contrast
ed her favourably with Mrs Joshua, another hostess, of whom he had a low opinion. 
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Delius was to meet Violet again, in 1908 at the Albcrl Ilall on 19 January, for a 
performance of A TJa11ce Of T.ife, which he said was splendidly conducled by Enrique 
Fernandez Arbos. Arbos, he told Jelka in a letter, had been more successful with this 
piece than Buths and I Iaym. This letter was written on 20 January, not in June as 
Douglas-I Iome mistakenly suggests in her book. 

Arbos was a close associate of Violet, along with Rubio who had been a close 
companion and teacher. Jessica Douglas-Home tells us that it was Delius who 
introduced Violel Gordon Woodhouse to Beecham. Violet was determined to interesl 
Beecham in the music of Ethel Smyth, who was anolher of her friends. Both women 
were greatly impressed by the performances Beecham was achieving, but at this poinl 
Beecham dismissed Smyth's music, as can be seen in one of his letters to Delius. 

In December 1918 Delius wrote to l knry Clews and his wife lhal he and Jelka 
visited Violet Gordon Woodhouse, and her milieu was charming. Her salon was 
described as truly artistic by Delius, in his letter to I Icnry Clews of this time. I le had 
listened to her playing Bach, Scarlatti and the English composers of the 15th and 16lh 
centuries. 

Douglas-I Iome mentions how Delius wrote a harpsichord composition for Violet, 
and suggesL<> that wilh a composer of a different temperament one might have 
thought this was a piece of black humour. However Delius meant the work to be 
wholly respectful of this artist. Jessica Douglas-I Iome thinks this piece is very 
unsatisfactory, suggesting that it is the leasl idiomatic of work.<> for the harpsichord. 
But surely the listener must decide on the amount of Delius's success. One 
contemporary critic, quoted by Douglas-I Iome, spoke more positively of a 
performance of this piece, which was played by Violcl in a recilal given early in 1927. 

Delius introduced Violet Gordon Woodhouse to the young Philip llcscltine, with 
whose work she became greatly impressed. She played some of Hcscltinc's 
transcriptions of English keyboard music. Many artisls, actors and musicians came to 
Mrs Woodhouse's performances. Delius was really an acquaintance rather than a 
close friend. 

We do not know if Delius was aware of Violet Cordon Woodhouse's colourful 
private life, which Jessica Douglas-Home describes at length. For many years she lived 
with her husband, and three other male admirers, in what appears to be great 
happiness. One of Uwse admirers, the I Ion. William Barrington, her biographer 
describes as lhe great love of her life. It is clear from the text that the main reason for 
Jessica Douglas-I Iome's labours in writing this book, is lo discover the truth about her 
ancestor, Violet Cordon Woodhouse, and her relationships wilh her husband and the 
three other men who shared her life. 

It is a pity that she includes too much detail in this book, which would have 
benefited from a firmer editorial hand. Stripped of some of its superfluities, the text 
would hold together and add up to a good biography of an arti.sl who is certainly 
worthy of a fine one. Enthusiasts for early twentieth century English music and 
musicians can dip in lo this book for an interesting mention of many important figures. 

Paul Chennell 
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Nietzsche in Turin: The End of the Future 
by Lesley Chamberlain. Quartet ISBN 0 7043 8028 5, £10. 

The reader who might find Violet Gordon Woodhouse's personal life rather too 
highly-spiced had better not turn to this volume, for it comes out with the 
extraordinary suggestion that Wagner may have made a pass at Nietzsche! To 
dismiss the whole book on account of this one faux pas however, would be a grave 
error for it is a fine work, its opening words, 'This book is an attempt to befriend 
Nietzsche', providing a very fair summary not only of what is essayed but also 
what is achieved. 

The period examined (1888) was the year in which Nietzsche parted 
company with his sanity and is therefore of paramount interest. The biographical 
narrative is moving and the wrilcr's complex relationship with Wagner and his 
music brilliantly handled. I was particularly struck by the author's personal 
impression of Nietzsche: 'I imagine he was Like a man or woman freshly divorced, 
but always that way: freshly alone, freshly unselllcd, necessarily self-conscious 
though not always or even often unhappy.' Throughout she manages to maintain 
a balanced and objective view of a highly controversial figure, which cannot have 
been easy, resisting any temptation to worship or vilify her subject. 

It has to be said that the volume is by no means free of misprints, and that 
those better acquainted with the subject than I have drawn attention to a number 
of minor inaccuracies. Tt still ranks high among the available books on the subject. 

Christopher W. Redwood 
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Sweeney Todd : 
The Real Story of the Demon Barber of Fleet Street 
by Peter I Iaining. Box tree, Broad wall I louse, 21 Broadwall, London SE I 9PL 
ISBN 1-85283-442-0 £14.99 

Members who are interested in Delian esoterica should seek out Peter I Iaining's 
excellent book on Sweeney Todd. Il is a very good read indeed. Not only does it 
remove the notorious Barber and his accomplice, the ghastly Mrs Lovett, from the 
realms of fiction, but it traces the progression of their true story from the annals of 
criminlll history, through the fictionalised stories of the 'penny dreadfuls' and into 
the broader fame of Victorian melodrama, stage play, film and the American 
musical. 

Todd was possibly the greatest mass murderer of all lime - 'over 160 victims' 
were quoted in court - and his story was developed from the accuracy of the 
Newgale Calendar into the 'penny dreadful' version, by one Thomas Peckett Prest. 
It was first printed in Edward Lloyd's People's Periodical in 1846, under the title of 
'The String of Pearls'. Prest added the characters of Johanna Oakley and Mark 
Ingestre to give romantic interest. The story took off and was plagiarised with 
embellishments to satisfy the public demand for the gruesome tale. It was almost 
certainly one of these subsequent versions which Delius so avidly read as a young 
boy and Peter Haining's book gives an excellent picture of the reading matter 
which so excited the young composer. 

Delius's own recollection can be found in Volume I of Or Carley's Delius: A Ufe 
in Letter, page 381. Delius said, 'My brother Max and I used to buy "penny
dreadfuls" such as ... Sweeney Todd, tlzc Bar/Jcr of Fleet SI reel - in this tale the barber's 
customers used to disappear through a trap-door and were then taken away to be 
converted into pork-pies! We used lo read these books in bed when we were 
supposed be asleep, and we had a contrivance lo turn the gas up or down by 
means of a string. Once my mother caught us in the act and confiscated a whole 
pile of these penny-dreadfuls. A few days later we surprised her, with a very red 
and excited face, poring over them herself ... ' 

Peter I Iaining's excellent book traces the power of Sweeney Todd's story 
continually to fascinate, through the career of his greatest exponent, Todd 
Slaughter, (whom T met at a performance in Huddersfield) and further stage 
versions, lo the Sondheim musical-opera, which received eight Tony awards and 
two Grammy awards, and was the best musical of 1979 in America. When Tasmin 
and 1 saw it in London, I remember thinking, 'Delius would have liked this.' 

My latest information is lhat Mr 1 Taining's book is due for a reprint. I strongly 
recommend it. 

George Little 
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NEWS FROM AMERICA----------

THE DELIUS ASSOCIATION OF FLORIDA 
37th ANNUAL FESTIVAL 
Jacksonville, 6 - 8 March 1997 

Jacksonville University's Terry Concert I Tall was the gathering place for the opening 
of the Thirty-seventh Annual Festival of the Delius Association of Florida. Visitors 
and members were welcomed by officials of Jacksonville University and the 
president of the Delius AssociaUon of Florida, Mrs Margaret Fleet. 

A moment of silence was kept to acknowledge the death on 18th February 1997 
of our beloved friend, Eric Fenby, one of the last direct links with the life of Frederick 
Delius. As our Festival programs had already been printed, a memorial was 
designed by Jeff Driggers and Bill Early and inserted in each one. 

It was a great pleasure to welcome back Mr Felix Aprahamian of London, an 
Advisor to the Delius Trust and a Vice-President of lhe Delius Society. We recall that 
Mr Aprahamian was with us in 1986 as our Fenby Lecturer. lt is a happy coincidence 
that our Mr Tom Gunn, Librarian at the University and this year's Festival Co
ordinator and Vice-President, served in 1986 as Program Committee Chairman 
when Mr Aprahamian was here. 

To open the Festival, Mr Aprahamian told us of his visit to Grez-sur-Loing in 1933, 
meeting Frederick and Jelka Delius. Although blind and paralyzed, Delius gave the 
impression of lofty intellect and cultured aristocracy. He gave us a concise picture of 
Delius's life, and concluded with many amusing stories about Thomas Beecham. 

Following Mr Aprahamian' s talk, the Piano Concerto of Delius was performed by 
soloist Gerson Yessin with piano accompaniment by Mary Ilelen Solomon. 
Listening, we could recall that we learned that Delius worked on early sketches of 
this concerto during his return to Jacksonville in 1897, a century ago. This flawless, 
exciting performance held the rapt attention of the audience. At its conclusion Mr 
Yessin and Ms Solomon exchanged places and surprised us with a beautiful playing 
of Delius's La Calinda. 

Also making the trip from England this year was Ms Helen Faulkner, 
Representative of the Musicians Benevolent Fund on the Delius Trust. l lclen was 
our visitor for U1e 1996 Festival and it was a real pleasure to have her with us again 
this year. 

Our Fenby Lecturer this year was Mr Robert Beckhard of New York, composer, 
musicologist, and noted expert on Peter Warlock. We were very pleased that Mrs 
Beckhard, Pat, accompanied him. 

During the noon hour our president, Mrs Margaret Fleet welcomed everyone 
and a delightful lunch was enjoyed in the Bartlett-Kinne University Center. Five of 
the six composers of the afternoon contest concert were in attendance. Before and 
after this luncheon has become a favorite time for members and visitors to peruse 
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th~ nine books of Lhe Association's albums of Delius history and memorabilia. 
In the early afternoon many of us visited in the Delius T louse in its new location 

with a distant view of the St Johns River. The house was moved by the University 
this past August. Many also visited the JU Library to see the original score of Komiga, 
a gift to the University in 1961 by Philip Emanuel, co-trustee of U\e Delius Trust, 
London. Also of interest in the Library is the original score of Delius's Song of 
Summer, a gift to the University in 1978 by our beloved Eric Fenby, this score being 
in his own hand. 

At three o'clock an attentive audience in the Terry Concert Hall heard the 
annual Composition Award Concert. After hearing the original compositions, the 
judges retired to determine the winner. During this time two songs of Peter Warlock 
were beautifully sung by John I Icin, baritone AND piano accompanist. Mr Hein 
then rendered a song by Roger Quilter, Now Sleeps tire Crimson Petal, and he 
dedicated his performance lo the memory of Eric Fenby. 

Il was then announced that Study l11 for violin, clarinet, and piano by Mr Dinos 
Constantinides had been awarded the first prize. 

At 7.30 there was an enjoyable concert in the Terry Concert I Tall by the 
Jacksonville University Wind Ensemble conducted by Professor Artie Clifton. We 
heard Tlammersmit/1(1930) by Holst; 'Second Suite' (1911) by Holst; Toccata Marziale 
(1924) by Vaughan Williams; Sir Godfrey Kneller's March(1976) by Gordon Jacob; 
Marclte Caprice(1888) by Delius; Heart Wounds and The Last Spri11g(1881) by Grieg; 
Caprio/ Suite(1928) by Warlock; and as a 100th anniversary salute, The Stars a11d Stripes 
Forever(1896) by John Philip Sousa. It was an enjoyable and very well performed 
concert. 

Friday, March 7 was our concert sponsored by the Friday Musicale. Events of this 
venerable music club have been performed in the sanctuary of the Church of the 
Good Shepherd (Episcopal) since the burning of its building in March 1995. Our 
Association is grateful to church members for providing this venue. 

The NewOld String Quartet made the trip from North Carolina to perform for us 
the Delius Quartet of 1916. We arc very appreciative that the quartet's violisl, I Iugh 
Partridge, arranged for this fine quartet to perform for us. I Iugh is a Jacksonville 
native and in his early youth played viola in the Friday Musicalc junior Symphony, 
then conducted by yours truly. Mr Partridge is currently the principal violist in the 
North Carolina Symphony Orchestra and conductor of its Youth Orchestra which, 
in 1995, he conducted in the music of Delius in Kingston-upon-Hull in England. His 
youth orchestra also performed in the Spoleto Festival in Charleston, South Carolina 
in 1996. I Iugh's mother is still a faithful member of Friday Musicale. Other members 
of the quartet were Paul Gorski, first violin, Margaret Partridge (Hugh's wife), 
second violin, and Brian Manker, 'cello. 

The Quartet began with a brilliant performance of Haydn's Quartet, Opus 33, No 
3, 'The Bird'. They then performed the joyous Caprio/ Suite of Peter Warlock, 
reduced from the original string orchestra score by Mr Partridge. Th.is music was 
especially fitting, as our Fenby Lecture this year was on the subject of Peter Warlock. 
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Mr Partridge presented the four-measure musical cadence of Thomas Ward, 
taken from Dr Don Gillespie's very interesting new book, The Search for Thomas F. 
Ward - Teacl1er of Frederick Delius. The NewOld Quartet concluded the program with 
a beautiful performance of the Delius String Quartet of 1916. 

The quartet was very pleased to receive gracious complimentary remarks from 
Mr Aprahamian. 

At 2.30 in the I Iaydon Burns Public Library we viewed the film, Song of Farewell, 
a tribute to the life of Eric Fenby and his contribution lo the music and life of 
Frederick Delius. We arc indebted to our l lonorary Life Director, Jeff Driggers, for 
making arrangements for us to view this film. 

Friday evening al 7.30 U1c University presented arl Professor Jack Turnock in an 
enjoyable and informative slide lecture about Delius and Gauguin. Mr Turnock then 
asked for comments, and our guest, Mr Aprahamian, added immeasurably to the 
information due to his personal experience. 

For a number of years our Association has enjoyed U1e beauty and comforts of 
the Florida Yacht Club, situated on one of the widest parts of the St Johns River. The 
upper room with its view of the river and the distant Jacksonville skyline has been 
al our disposal to enjoy the lecture and a fine meal at the noon hour. 

On this Saturday our Fenby Lecturer for our 37th Festival came from New York 
City. Mr Robert Beckhard gave a very interesting talk on one of Dclius's closest 
friends, Philip l Icsclline, known to the music world as Peter Warlock. 11c spoke of 
the varied and interesting life of this talented composer. 

After a delightful luncheon many remained a while to chat. Then several of us 
drove south and across to the east bank of the river, and on to Solano Grove. Visiting 
at the Grove were many members and visitors, some for the first time. Mr 
Aprahamian especially enjoyed his private conversation with the niece of the late 
Vera McFarland, Jo Meldrim, who still lives on the Grove. Our monument, erected 
in 1992, makes a fine focal point and reminder that Frederick Delius, as a young man 
of 22 years, actualJy lived in this beautiful spot, called this his home, and received so 
much inspiration that molded his {ulurc musical career. 

Henry Cornely, Historian 

A DELIUS FESTIVAL IN DANVILLE, VIRGINIA 
29 May to 1June1997, Danville, Virginia, USA 

The latest schedule of the Delius Festival to be held in Danville to mark the 
return of Delius there in 1897 shows Lhal the programme is largely as was listed 
in foumal 119 (pages 56 and 57). Accommodation is available at the Howard 
Johnson Hotel, 100 Tower Drive, Danville, at the special Festival rate of $50 per 
double room per night. For a brochure describing the Festival, please send a 
stamped self-addressed foolscap envelope to the Editor, from whom further 
details are also available. 
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Peter (Plantagenet) Somerset Fry (1931-1996) 

Like many others in the Society I was saddened by the death on 10 September 1996 
of Peter Somerset Fry, Delius devotee and enthusiastic Society member. It was he 
who in 1985 cleared the path towards a Society weekend at Wolfson College, 
Cambridge, which proved so happy and successful that we went again in 1988. 
But even before that, al a Society gathering in October 1979 which we centred 
upon Norwich in order to hear Norman Del Mar conduct A Mass of Ufr, he threw 
open his house al Burgh-next-Aylsham lo us for an evening reception. 

The two Wolfson weekends, in particular, were referred to at his Memorial 
Service, which was held in the very hall at Wolfson College where we deliberated 
in 1985. It was a privilege to attend this packed gathering al which distinguished 
friends and colleagues, including Sir Roy Caine and Lord l lemingford, recalled 
Peter's much-prized fellowship of Wolfson, the fifty or so (mainly historical) books 
which were his life's work, his immensely wide-ranging enthusiasms and the 
devotion that he inspired in others. It was music, however, that carried the day, 
and Delius's music in particular, as Gerald Gifford (another old friend of the 
Society) played the Serenade from Hnssn11 and one of the piano preludes. Peter's 
capitulation to Delius occurred, I remember him once telling me, during an illness 
when he turned on the radio and instantly came under its spell; but I had nol 
realised, until Gerald spoke, the extent of lhe deep love thal he developed for it. 

When we heard of Peter's death Derek Cox found just the words to sum him 
up when he wrote of his 'genial and breezy presence'; sadly, there was a darker, 
depressive side to his nature, of which not even some of his closest friends knew, 
and this eventually overcame him. 

Lyndon Jenkins 

Like most Society members, I first met Peter Plantagenet Somerset Fry and his 
wife, Fiona, through the Cambridge ACM weekends which he so ably organised 
at Wolfson College. Subsequently, as a not too distant Suffolk dweller I was to find 
their home a convenient port of call on the way to Cambridge and was always 
given a wonderful tea, to which Peter would contribute his speciality, cucumber 
sandwiches! Then, when I needed a fortnight of uninterrupted study in order lo 
read Delius documents on microfilm, he arranged accommodation for me at 
Wolfson and reading facilities at the University Library. More recently, when I was 
writing my script for Roger Buckley to read at our presentation A Sense of Place in 
spring last year, Peler cheerfully checked some references for me at the Cambridge 
Library, since I could no longer drive such a distance. It was, therefore, a great 
shock and sadness to learn of his sudden death in the autumn. 
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I once asked Peter how he came to value the music of Delius so much, and 
Fiona has given me permission to summarise his reply here, particularly as it 
confirms something I hc:ivc glimpsed before in the reactions of others when first 
presented with this unique 'sound'. 

In his late thirties Peter was in hospital and very depressed because recovery 
was so slow. Idly switching radio channels, as people do in that situation, he 
suddenly found himself enveloped in the most marvellous music. When it ended 
the 'back announcement' told him that it was by a certain Frederick Delius. At that 
point, also, he realised his depression had lifted and the process of healing had 
begun steadily and surely. Naturally, he then sought out records and information 
which led him to the Delius Society for which, as we know, he could never do 
enough. We shall greatly miss his helpfulness and his exuberant enthusiasm. 

Rachel Lowe Dugmore 

William and Janet Randel 

From the Portland Press Herald, 13 September 1996: 

William Peirce Randel 
- taught in universities worldwide 

WATERBORO - William Peirce Randel, 87, of West Road died Wednesday after
noon at Southern Maine Medical Center after a brief illness. 

Born in New York City, lhe son of William and Mabel Peirce Randel, he gradu
ated from Mt Vernon (NY) High School and from Denison College in Granville, 
Ohio. I le received his master's degree from the University of Michigan and his 
doctorate from Columbia University. 

Mr Randel was the recipient of four Fulbright scholarships, and was a profes
...---.....---........ ---....... --....--. sor of American studies al the University of the 

West Indies in Jamaica, the University of 
Athens and the University of Bologna, and was 
the first American professor to teach at the 
University of Helsinki. 
I le also taught at the University of Minnesota, 
Florida State University in Tallahassee and 
taught American literature al lhc University of 
Maine, Orona, for nine years. 

Mr Randel moved to Waterboro in 1965. 
He was the author of several books, including 
We Americans, Portrait of a People and Ku Klux 
Klan Century of Infamy. 
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I le was a lifo member of U1e Minnesota I Iistorical Society, and was a member of Lhe 
New Century Club of Alfred and Waterboro and the Walerboro I Iislorical Society. 

Surviving arc his wife, Janet Belknap Randel of Walcrboro; a son, Willian P. Jr. of 
Union; and a daughter, Elizabeth Peirce Randel of Waterboro. 
A memorial service will be held al a later date. 

Uanet Belknap Randel survived her husband by only a few months, dying on 12 
January 1997.) 

The Randels 
An Appreciation by Rachel Lowe Dugmore 

In 1%2 - not very long after the Bradford Centenary Festival - I received a telephone 
call from Felix Aprahamian asking me to make myseU known lo two Americans who 
were staying near to my home in Sussex. I le had arranged a meeting for them with 
U1e I Tarrison sisters, Beatrice and Margaret, and thought I might be interested to drive 
them there and share in the meeting. The Americans were 'Bill' and Janet Randel. 

Over an excellent 'English tea' at their rented cottage we exchanged our experiences 
of tracing Delius's ' footsteps' in Florida - U1e Solana Grove where the house still stood 
at that time Mrs Richmonds' small 'archive' in U1e Jacksonville library - the colleges 
and 'worthies' of Danville, Virginia - the puzzling stories about the New York' episode' 
- and my more recent interests and helpful contacts in Bradford and Norway. We were 
all three U1en at U1e stage of needing to meet anyone who had enjoyed Delius's 
friendship and trust a dwindling group. 

As I dislike the 'personal interview' type of research and distrust its value as any
thing other than 'ambience', I was very happy lo hide behind Bill's greater years and 
scholarship. (I le was then on the staff of Florida Stale University al TaJJahassee.) 
Beatrice I Iarrison was, unfortunately, not well enough to meet us but we were given a 
warm welcome by Margaret. I cannot now recall our conversation but just remember 
my feeling of calm content in pleasant company. Two vivid 'snapshots of memory' 
remain: the rapturous greetings of Margaret's Irish wolfhounds - 'very sagacious 
creatures' she called them - whose kennels we visited after tea; and then, as we 
returned lo the car, a glimpse of a neat 'crocodile' of Korean children making their way 
to the house! What the Randels made of it all I never discovered. 

I next met Bill and Janet in their own house in July 1%7. During the intervening 
years I had sometimes continued my private research with the approval of the Delius 
Trustees and their first archivist, Alan Denson (appointed in 1 %2 after the Festival), and 
from 1 %4 to 1966 had myself become Honorary Archivist on Alan's retirement. No one 
was more pleased than Bill to receive the account of my first genuinely new discovery 

that first public performance in Norway for this began the process which Lionel has 
so ably continued of querying all hitherto accepted dates. 

On our vhiil to Maine in 1%7 I was also able lo show Bill the manuscript of the 
Catalogue of Delius Trust Music MSS I had made in 1%5. This had to wait until 1974 
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for publication! (Before that date the Trustees were unable, legally, to publish anything 
0U1er U1an music.) 

Bill's interest in Delius, on the other hand, was more topographical and confined to 
the composer's time in America, particularly that crucial Danville year. I Iowever, when 
his scholarly sludy Delius i11 America appeared in The Virginia Magazil1e of HislnnJ and 
Biography, Ouly 1971) it changed our views of the period for ever and showed the way 
forward for further ubjective studies both to enrich the picture and dear away the 
cobwebs of hearsay and mylh. 

I have laboured this point because it is hard for the new generation of Delius enthu
siasts to imagine how things stood before the recent spate of definitive Delius studies. 

Bill's study Koa11ga and its Libretto appeared in the same year, 1971, in Music a11d 
Letters but it is the former essay, Delius i11 America which will remain on the list of Delius 
'classics'; and to whichever exhibition, biographical sludy or programme nole on U1is 
early period must owe its debt. 

I was privileged to sec Lhe workroom al lhe Randels' home, Peirce Farm. Bill's many 
books and essays on American history and literature had given him much practice in 
the methods he brought to his study of Delius, but it was Janet, a trained librarian, his 
constant research assislanl, who kept U1e card index in order lo ensure no reference was 
lost, no quotation unacknowledged! To me it was a salutary lesson in the careful 
background work which must maintain a successful academic career, and I was glad 
this had brought them back lo Maine. 

They were to have visited us in Montreal before we left the continent - but it was 
winter! While we waited for them, the telephone rang and Bill's laconic voice informed 
us that they had mel an early snowfall in New I lampshlre and would have to head 
homewards or risk being there until spring; something we, in Canada, could well 
appreciate. 

After that we kept up a yearly correspondence and I always looked forward to the 
resume of their crowded schedule: Bill's new publications and their exciting vacations, 
partly for research, partly for pleasure. Yet, on the few hurried meetings thereafter, at 
Delius occasions in London, l was, as always impressed by the unhurried calm they 
maintained. 

The secret, I am sure, lay in their New England ancestry, visibly present in U1eir 
inherited homestead which, during its long history had had connections with both 
their families. This was the still centre of all their activity and there ! like to think of 
iliem. My 'snapshots of memory' include U1al special July day: an early woodland 
walk; next a New England port, its quayside bordered by Sea Captains' houses from 
the days of the clipper ships; selecting and cooking fresh crayfish and finally, back 
home, a lesson in the making of strawberry shortcake and a quiet summer evening 
under the old trees in 'the yard'. 

Was some Delius heard? Yes, undoubtedly, for the Randels' enjoyment went 
further than biography, as their last fully written message Oanuary 1995) reveals. In 
Bill's writing this time, it begins: 

'Il would be hard for me lo live happily without the Delius Society Journal.' 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND SOCIETY WEEKEND 
The Carlton I lolcl, Parabola Road Cheltenham 
Saturday/Sunday 5-6 July 1997 
Tony Lindsey, Honorary Secretary, wriles: 
By now, you will all have read the information on the forthcoming ACM and 
Society Weekend, which was distributed with Newsletter No 3 in January. There 
has been a very good response, and thank you all for sending in your booking 
forms, cheques and SAEs so promptly. Every effort will be made to meet your 
specioil requirements and I will be writing to all participants, nearer the date, with 
the precise timetable and menu details. 

Meanwhile, should there be any change to your plans, or should you have any 
queries on the arrangements, please do not hesitate to contact me by phone on 
01243-824964 (evenings or weekends) - if I am not there, Kay will always take a 
message. All of us who attended the 1995 Cheltenham Weekend had such an 
enjoyable time, and this promises to be yet another splendid 'run ashore'. I look 
forward to meeting you all there! 

The four Violin Sonatas of Delius - a new recording 
Tasmin Little and Piers Lane recently recorded, for BMG, the four Sonatas for 
violin and piano of Delius. The recording will complement the appearance of the 
new BBC film on Delius's experiences in Florida. Members will be able lo purchase 
copies at a special price at the July ACM in Cheltenham. 

Gloucester Three Choirs Festival 1998 
Lionel Carley writes: 
The Gloucester Three Choirs Festival will run from 15-22 August 1988 and Delius 
gets a good showing, with concerts on Saturday 15 ('Cello Concerto, Raphael 
Wallfisch) and Sunday 16 (So11gs of Sunset, Katarina Karneus). The second Violin 
Sonata, the String Quartet and some part-songs will be programmed later in the 
week. 

Delius on the Internet 
Derek Cox writes: 
By the lime you read this, the Delius Website on the Internet will be registered and 
almost operational. Helen Faulkner, Delius Trustee, and Derek Cox are in close 
touch with DEX, the Brighton firm preparing and maintaining the site. It is taking 
shape as follows, in eight main sections: 
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1. How to use the Delius Website 5. Discography 
2. Biography 6. Collected Works (OT) 
3. The Delius Trusl (OT) 7. The Delius Society 
4. Bibliography 8. Special Features 

Sections marked (OT) will be prepared by lhe Delius Trust, lhe remainder by 
Society members, under the general oversight of Dr Lionel Carley, Trust Archivist. 
Sections 2, 4 and 7 arc already nearing completion, with asterisked cross-references 
to people closely associated wilh Delius - e.g. Eric Fenby* Thomas Beecham* Percy 
Grainger" Peter Warlock .. etc. The Bibliography and Discography sections will, 
initially, contain mainly current works still available in print or on lists. The main 
part of Special Features will be Forthcoming Events and Journal Matters, to be 
managed in due course by Roger Buckley, Journal Editor, via his email. The Trust 
will soon be on email lo handle Sections 3 and 6. It may be that, later on, the 
Society computer in Blackley could be upgraded to handle membership matters 
via email. The Biography section will be the 'flagship' and, as the site develops, 
will have an important audio-visual component, with appropriate music for CD
ROM and pictures scanned in from the marvellous treasury of material contained 
in Delius - A Life i11 Pictures by Lionel Carley & Robert Threlfall. This section could 
be specially attractive to advanced surfers with more powerful PCs. 

At some later stage, we could do with email correspondents in our three main 
American centres, Florida, Philadelphia and California. Any offers to Derek Cox, 
please. 

We shall keep members informed as the sile develops. 

Delius in Antwerp 
Member Ronald I lufton, who lives in Belgium, informs us that lhere was a 
performance of Paris in the Queen Elizabeth I lall, Antwerp, on 20 February this 
year. I Te comments that this is the first live Delius performance of which he has 
been aware in Antwerp for more than twenty years. 

Delius' s Suite for Violin and Orchestra 
Robert Threlfall writes: 
The Suite for Violin and Orchestra has recently been reissued by Booscy & Hawkes 
for the Delius Trust, in a reduction for violin and piano (price £8.99). In this form, 
study of this attractive work is made much more convenient. 
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The National Portrait Gallery 
From 24 January to 26 May, the National Portrait C,11lcry (St Martin's Place, 
London WC2I I OJ IE) is holding an exhibition entitled 'Variations on a Theme: 150 
years of Photographs of British Composers'. Admission to the Photography 
Callery is free. The NPG is offering a postcard pack lo complement the Exhibition. 
This contains ten portraits (Sullivan, Elgar, Smyth, Delius, Vaughan Williams, 
Hoisl, Walton, Tippett, Brillcn and Birtwistle) and a booklet, and the price is £3.95 
per pack, plus .Cl.20 p&p. Copies of the Delius postcard (the Procter portrait of 
1929) arc available from the Editor: please sec the section on Special Offers. 

La Quadroone 
The Editor has been greatly enjoying the new Naxos disc of early works of Delius. 
It is very good to have, for the first time, even two-thirds of the Suite de Trois 
Murceaux Caractt!ristiques. It would have been even better to have Marclw Caprice 
also! (Why did Beecham perform Marc11e Caprice and not the whole Suite? He 
would have played the other movements beautifully [as docs David Lloyd-Jones] 
and early Delius was much to his liking.) 

Plainly the sleeve note cannot be trusted, as it muddles the title of Idylle de 
printemps; but can any member say why a direresis appears in La Quadroo11e: hence 
ta Quadroo11e? This bothers the Editor, as does the fact that (to the best of his 
understanding), the French for (the female) quadroon ('the offspring of a while 
person and a mulatto') is ' la quarteronne'. A small prize to any member who can 
shed light on this mystery! 

Announcing a New Title from Scolar Press and 
a Discount to Members of the Delius Society! 

Frederick Delius 
Music, Art and Literature 

Edited by Lionel Carley 
I Im nt'W ,n11c.o,;rnin or (''IU)" ft'n('c n lht' 1h\ltnf(l\C" I U\lth'tpol11.111 11.IWh· nf I )(:lim f'U.I)\ lun." hl·,·n 
u111mhuu·ll hy hi)tli!) n');".mh·1l 111m1rnl1~1\C\, -•n "°'' htn.ity lu,lOrun' hum .aU ovt'r tht' wnrltt l'ldt 
prnc:nu .a frc,h Jccount of 1n J.\ren nfOdnu' hfC" .rn1l \\otk clur h-" m f.lr lllK hnn ru11111u•1t in lllY 

J1•t.11l .i111l t1mtnli111r' IO A hunl offo111h111r11tJI 11Urril.")\ to .11l11urc:n ot tht' ttnnpMt'r 
I pagu ol b/w plareo 
H1y 19'7 lH x I 56 mm c. 300 page. H•rdback I IStll 112 9 c. t45.00 

l'lrU'iC' tC'll our C udnn1c-r Srrvirt 0t"(l8rtlu~nt thAI )'\)U Mrfl " nu 1nhrr or the DtUu1 
Sodrty "'ohtoin your •ptd•l 11ri .. • of ,CH.00. OffrLdl•lrt Jiu luly 1!!22... 

te~COLAR 
t.J)PRESS 

,, nl If Prt'" h Jll llllJ'rllll uf A'ih t(atr ruhlid1in~ <:on1p1ny, (;ll\Hr 1 loU\(', c:nltt llo.td, 
Aldrr<hnt H.1mp•h1tt,r,1Jlt .IH!l 1<•1lll''i.>1 .ll'i~l;I." lll!'i! .Hlll>S 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR---------

From Christopher W. Redwood: 
Please accept my congratulations on your first issue. At the same time, having not 
attended the last ACM, I should like to add my gratitude to Stephen Lloyd for 
producing fifty issues of the Delius Society ]oumal. 

Having said that however, I feel bound to state how disappointed l was to learn 
that the Journal is to be reduced to two issues a year, even if they are each to be 'of at 
leasl 48 pages'. One of a number of reasons why l resigned as Editor in 1980 was pres
sure to make that same change, emanating in those days from the Delius Trust. Their 
ultimate aim, as I recall, was to come down to a single annual 'festschrift', that pro
duced by the Liszt Society being held up as the shining example. My observations that 
the two composers occupied rather different positions in the estimation of the musical 
world apparently made no impression. I do hope this is not once more the goal. 

Whilst the new-style Newsletters arc very nice, l believe that members in far-flung 
places who are unable to get to meetings regularly deserve to receive their Joumals 
more frequently than twice a year. Even with a quarterly publication there is a danger 
of news of concerts and recordings being out-of-date by the time it is read; any less 
frequent brings about a situation bordering on 'in-built obsolescence'. I can also state 
from personal experience that 48 pages is an awful lot to fill in one go unless one is 
going to fall back on reprints of old reviews (which I personally feel can be overdone). 

I was interested, incidentally, to read in Newsletter No 2 that I 'took the Newsletter 
effortlessly into the Delius Society Journal'. Effortlessly? Perhaps the anonymous writer 
needs lo be reminded of the swan, which moves along the water in stalely fashion 
while two powerful legs are paddling away furiously and unseen below the surface! 
I do, however, recall starting a regular column entitled 'Delius on Record' which 
reviewed new recordings as soon as they were available. That seems lo have fallen by 
the wayside. Whal was lhe name of its conlribulor, now? Jenkins? Yes, that was it! 

From Rachel Lowe Dugmore: 
Your masterly summary of the presentation on 7 March 1996, 'A Sense of Place', names 
me as the Delius Trust Archivist in 1973. I gave up that post, most regretfully, in 1966 
before moving lo Canada. In 1973 I was living in Australia and because of this was 
asked by the Delius Trusl and Lionel Carley (by then their Archivist) to visit the 
Grainger Museum. The story of what followed is told in the preface of my 1980 
catalogue of the Delius documents housed at the Museum. 

The lasl line of your U1ird paragraph is worded to make it appear that Delius 
returned to St Servan's Hold after his Jersey holiday 1890. It was to the Maison Insley 
at St Malo that he returned. 
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From Kevin Brice: 
I read with some dismay your suggestion in your falitorial that regular news from U1e 
National Secular Society was to be welcomed by the Delius Society Journal. Terry 
Sanderson's report of the St Paul's Cathedral performance of A Mass of Life was, not 
surprisingly, based on false assumptions about the Christian faith which is entirely 
about having a relationship with the living Jesus Christ and not about 'religion' at all 
which implies living by a set of rules which, in turn, can suggest suppression by 
dogma, tradition and ritual. This is all 'religiosity', nol faith. 

I'm bound to say that Delius in his rejection and ridicule of religion similarly seems 
lo have misunderstood U1e entire nature of true Christianity. I wonder if he knew that 
Jesus, who incidentally also despised 'religiosity', said that 'if the Son sets you free you 
will be free indeed'. I'll step down from my soapbox now and I can hear you asking 
why I'm a Delius aficionado at all since I obviously don't share his philosophy of life. 

Funnily enough in many ways I do, I mosl certainly share his enthusiasm for life. 
To quote from Terry's article I also happen to 'enjoy dancing, drinking, climbing 
mountains and looking at girls' ankles'! Like Delius I love and respect nature and 
recognise in it great spirituality as it points me to a Creator. Delius's music often speaks 
most poignanlly of the transience of life, certainly life on this earth is fleeting and I, too, 
believe we should enjoy it to the full while we have the chance. 

It's a pity to think that a genius such as Delius had nothing to look forward to after 
his shorl time on lhis mortal coil. 

Am I now thrown oul of the Society!?! 

From Kevin Pearcy: 
On 7th February my wife and I attended the lllris concert at the Festival Hall. My wife 
was pregnant and approximately three weeks awny from giving birth. 

During the concert lhe baby was very 'active' and Caroline went into labour during 
the early hours of the morning. Our baby, Dominic, was born at 20.24 hrs on Saturday 
evening. 

In a fanciful moment I imagined that on hearing the music of Delius he could not 
wait any longer to hear the beautiful sounds for himself. 

Since his birth Delius is rarely off the hi-fi and is, I am sure, a major factor in the 
equanimity of our son. 
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The Edilor was gratified to receive a number of kind letters concerning Journal 119. 
Exlracls follow: 

From Mrs. Mary Jones, Shepley, West Yorkshire: 
Many thanks for the Delius Society Journal 119, which I found most interesting. It was 
packed with information, news items, etc., and excellently presented. Great! 

From Stephen Lloyd, former Editor of the Joumal: 
Very many congratulations on your firsl (and nol, I hope, lasll) issue. I have some idea 
of Lhe relief you must be feeling to have got that far. 

From William W Marsh, Jr., Chairman of The Delius Sociely (Philadelphia Branch) 
The Autumn Journal came a couple of days ago, and it looks great! New Editor, new 
Delius picture! Good printing - nice and clean looking, and I like the photos. 

From Robert Matthew-Walker: 
Many congratulations on Issue 119 - it looks fine and is clearly the result of excellent 
work on your part. 

On page 68, we read of George Shearing playing 'Nat King Cole's Nature Boy' - but 
Cole did not write this song, nor was he the first singer to record it. It was composed 
by a gifted young man, Eden Ahbez, whose provenance was Middle Easlern - hence 
the strange, fascinating, quasi-Arabic feel lo lhc tune. 

From Robert Threlfall: 
l wanted to send you a few Jines of appreciation on the appearance of your first 
Journal, which is generously-proportioned and replete with interest. John White's 
article on Lhe Arabesque is most interesting, and when completed with the second 
instalment will be a most useful reference to an enigmatic work. Tn particular I'm glad 
to see such detailed reference to (for example) the Midland Branch's programme in the 
forthcoming events section; but there is something for most tasks in No 119, I think! 
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SPECIAL OFFERS TO MEMBERS-------

Frederick Delius: Music, Art and Literature 
Edited by Lionel Carley 
Scolar Press, Music and Literature Series, No. 3 
300 pages, 8 pages of plates, 234 x 156mm, hardback 

This important new work will be issued towards the end of this year, provisional
ly al £45, bul a special offer has been made to members of the Delius Society, to 
whom it will be available for £34.00, including post and package. Please contact 
the Customer Service Department, Scolar Press, Ashgate Publishing Company, 
Cower I louse, Croft Road, Aldershot, I Iants, GUI I 31 TR, telephone: 01252 331551; 
fax: 01252 344405. This offer closes on 31July1997. 

Delius Violin Sonatas: a new recording 
Tasmin Little's new BMG recording, with Piers Lane, of the four Violin Sonatas of 
Delius will be available at a special price at the ACM. Tasmin herself hopes lo be 
present and will be prepared to autograph copies of the disc for members. 

Delius portrait by Procter 
Copies of the coloured postcard 
reproduction of Ernest Procter's 
1929 portrait of Delius are 
available from the Editor. Please 
send 26p per card required 
(stamps are acceptable) plus a 
strong stamped and addressed 
envelope. The card measures 
149 mm x 105mm, and the 
normal retail price is 35p. The 
portrait is here reproduced by 
permission of the National 
Portrait Gallery. 

Frederick Delius (1929) 
by Ernest Procter (1886-1935) 
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS~~~~~~~~~ 
The Editor is grateful to Miss Marjorie Dickinson, Secretary to the Delius Trust, for 
providing details of many of the items on the following schedule. He would be 
grateful to hear from 1.my member who knows of an event suitable for future 
inclusion in this column. 

1997 

Saturday 22 March at 6.30 pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY 
(MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING 
Ravensdale, 41 Bullhursl Lane, Weston 
Underwood, Derby DE6 4PA 
'Oclius's Village' 
Dr J ,ioncl Carley 

Saturday 5 April 
Leeds Town Hall 
Halle Orchestra, conducted by 
Owain Arwcl Hughes 
Brigg Fair 

Saturday 19 April at 6.30 pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY 
(MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING 
Manton Cottage, Westhorpe, 
Southwell, Notls. (tel: 01636 813119) 
'Sir William Walton' 
Stephen Lloyd 

Sunday 4 May at 3.00 pm 
Philadelphia Branch of TI1c Delius Society 
'Cello Sonnfn 

Sunday 11 - Wednesday 14 May 
Danish Radio Studio 1, Copenhagen 
Recording by Chandos 
Danish National Radio Symphomy and 
Chorus, conductor Richard Hickox 
Soloists, subject to confirmation: 
Randi Stene, Judith Howard, Mark Tucker, 
Peter Coleman Wright, Aage l laugland 
fc1rnimore and Gerda 

*'lhcsday 13 May al 7.15 pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford 
Plclce, London Wl 
'The Libretto of The Magic Founlnin' 
Dr Roger Buckley 
""PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF DATE.,. 
(Speaker, topic, venue and starting time 
remain unchanged) 

Saturday 17 May at 7.30 pm 
Royal Festival l Iall, London 
Croydon Philharmonic Choir/London 
Orpheus Choir/Ealing Choral Society, London 
Orpheus Orchestra conducted by James 
Gaddarn, with soloists Teresa Cahill, Elizabeth 
I-larley, Brendan MacBridc and Alan Opie 
A Mass of Life 

Wednesday 21 May at 7.30 pm 
St John's, Smith Square 
New London Orchestra, conductor Ronald 
Corp 
Air and Dance 
Two Aq11arclles 

29 May to 1 June 
Danville>, Virginia, USA 
Danville Festival: Centennial celebration of 
Delius in Dfl11Villc, 1897 
(see 'News from America' in this issue) 
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Sunday 22 June and Wl'dnl'sday 25 June 
The Opera House, Kiel, Germany 
Kiel Opera 
The Magic fo1111/ni11 

(World pMnirrc staged production, sung in 
English wilh German surtitles) 
Conductor: Walt<•r E. Gugerbauer 
Director: Kirsten Harms 
Stage Setting: Bt!rnd Damovsky 
Costumes: Klaus Bruns 
Dramaturgie: Andreas K. W. Meyer 
Chorus Mastt!r: Frank Meiswinkt!l 
Mt!mbers considering trawlling to Kiel for 
one or otht!r of these performances may 
wish to contact Tourist Information Kiel at 
Sophicnblatt 30, D-24103 Kiel, Gt!rmany 
(tl!lephone from the UK: lXJ 49 431 6 79 10 O; 
fax: lXl 49 431 67 54 39). 
The Editor regrets that further information 
was not forthcoming from his contact in Kiel 
before the Jmmml went to press. 

Sunday 29 June at 7.30pm 
Castle Manor School, Eastern Avenue, 
l laverhill, Suffolk 
I laverhill Sinfonia conducted by Kevin Hill 
011 Hcnri11g the Firs/ Cuckoo;,, Spring 
St1111111cr Night 011 tltc Ritw 

5 and 6 July 1997 
The Carlton I Iotel, Cheltenham 
DELIUS SOCIETY AGM WEEKEND 
(Further details in 'Miscellany', in this issm•) 
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Saturday 13 September at 2.15 pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY (SOUTH WEST 
BRANCH) MEETING 
Tlw Octagon, University of West of Engl.md, 
Frenchay, Bristol 
Joint meeting with the Elgar Society (SW) 

'Ihesday 11Nowmbl'r1997 
Orclwstra of St John's, Smith 
Squarl'/T .ubbock/fasmin Little 
St John's, Smith Square, London 
DcJ11/1/r Cmrrrrlo 

1998 

Saturday 15 - Saturday 22 Augw,t 
Three Choirs Ft•stiv,11, Gloucester 
Proposed Delius works: 
Songs of Su11srt, 'Ct•llo Concerto, 
String Quartet, Violin Sonata No. 2 

Please note that further details of Delius 
Society events (only) may be obtained from 
Programme Secretary Brian Radford, 21 
Cobthorne Drive, Allestree, Derby DE22 
2SY (Telephone: 01332 552.019) 
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Saturday 17 May 1997 at 7.30pm RFHfJ 

Royal Festival Hall 
on lhe South Bank 


